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Happy birthday to me, happy birthday to me, happy birthday
to me-eee, happy birthday to me
Anytime, Anywhere’.
Virtually from the outset he recorded local talent
with a view to commercial release. At this time the
music was mainly blues with the odd dash of
hillbilly thrown in. 1950 was the year that Sam
started his first label, Phillips, but this was closed
down after a solitary release by Joe Hill Louis. He
then concentrated on producing masters for
leasing to other companies such as Chess up in
Chicago and RPM out on the west coast. Indeed,
one prototype rockin’ disc produced by Phillips in
1951 was the classic ‘Rocket 88’ by the Ike Turner
Band with Jackie Brenston on vocals. The same
year saw him producing ‘Moanin’ At Midnight’ by
Howlin’ Wolf. BB King also got his recording start
with Phillip around this time.

SAM PHILLIPS, THE MAN WHO
GAVE US ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
The readership of this illustrious magazine is wide
and varied. For example it covers the looney
toons left wing views of the editor and Tony
Papard through to those slightly right of Attila The
Hun heard, when one is caught unawares, from
the lips of Dr. Dale. However there is at least one
major shared linkage and that is the love of all
concerned of Rock’n’Roll music and one artist in
particular, Jerry Lee Lewis. The guy responsible
for launching Jerry Lee’s recording career, and
that of many others, was Sam Phillips who sadly
died at Saint Francis Hospital in Memphis from
respiratory failure on Wednesday evening, 30 July
2003. Memphis is the cradle of Rock’n’Roll and
the leading musical architect from that city was
Phillips who can also justifiably be regarded
as one of the most important producers in
music history. The sounds of Rock’n’Roll
and blues that were recorded in that tiny
studio at 706 Union, Memphis is some of
the greatest ever laid down – no contest.

Frustrated by his business relationships with the
Chess Brothers and the Bihari Brothers, Phillips
decided in 1952 to have another crack with
launching his own record label. This time
he called it Sun Records and the first
record was ‘Drivin’ Slow’ by saxman
Johnny London. Sam tasted commercial
success in 1953 with ‘Bear Cat’ by Rufus
Thomas, an answer record to ‘Hound Dog’.
However he got the pants sued off him for
royalties due to the close resemblance to the
Leiber-Stoller song.

Sam was born on 5th January 1923 in
Florence, Alabama and was exposed, whilst
growing up in the depression, era to blues,
spirituals and hillbilly music. He took a job as an
announcer on local radio stations in Muscle
Shoals and Decatur but relocated to Memphis in
June 1945 and became an announcer,
maintenance and broadcast engineer at radio
station WREC. When I first met Sam in August
1986, I spent a pleasant time in his company
listening and learning whilst he fondly and
amusingly reminisced about these days when he
was responsible for miking up performances of
leading dance bands of that time from the roof of
the Peabody Hotel for national radio broadcasts.
On 1st October 1949, he took a lease on a small
shop at 706 Union Avenue and the following year
opened the Memphis Recording Service from the
premises. It is now strange to comprehend but, at
that time, there was no other recording studio in
Memphis. To make a living, Phillips would record
weddings, funerals and all sorts of other private
functions. His motto was ‘We Record Anything,

During the next couple of years, he concentrated
on blues recordings, electric blues. Among the
productions were sides by James Cotton, Little
Milton and Junior Parker. The last mentioned laid
down the original version of ‘Mystery Train’.
Phillips was selective with whom he produced but
was not frightened to take chances with the
productions. He had the guitars and harmonicas
recorded at high levels which gave the finished
product ‘presence’. One of the few hillbilly bands
he recorded was Doug Poindexter and the Starlite
Wranglers whose members included Scotty
Moore on guitar and Bill Black on bass. In 1953, a
certain Elvis Presley stopped by the Sun studio
and recoded ‘My Happiness’ and ‘That’s When
Your Heartaches Begin’. Folklore has it that these
were presents for Gladys but other stories have it
that that they were personal vanity recordings or
attempts at getting the attention of Phillips.
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Whatever, on 5th July 1954, Presley was in
the studio with Bill Black and Scotty Moore
and the long rehearsals at the Lauderdale
Flats paid off when the trio eventually cut
‘That’s Alright Mama’ and ‘Blue Moon Of
Kentucky’. Presley, Sun Records and Sam
Phillips were on their way. This was the
first of five records that Presley released for Sun
before his contract was sold for the sum of
£35,000 to RCA Records in late 1955. Phillips has
been quoted that this was an offer he could not
turn down for he needed the money to develop
Sun Records. However in a later interview, a
drunken Ray Smith alluded to tax reasons being
the main cause. But the increasing success
generated by Presley was a magnet to other
artists and amongst those signed in the ensuing
years were Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash, Billy Riley,
Conway Twitty, Charlie Rich, Carl Mann, Sonny
Burgess, Warren Smith, Hayden Thompson, Ray
Smith, Tracy Pendarvis, Bill Justis and Roy
Orbison. Perkins with ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ gave
Sun its first national chart hit in 1956; indeed it
was a certified million seller. Johnny Cash too was
soon on the hit-making trail.

the shade. Just listen to the cult favourites
by such as Kenny Parchman and Jimmy
Wages and this becomes readily apparent.
As a businessman, Phillips was not perfect
and he was known for his penny-pinching
ways. An example of possible poor
judgment was when Billy Riley’s ‘Red Hot’ was
breaking out and orders were being received.
Phillips ordered these to be cancelled and all
efforts be devoted to pushing Jerry Lee product.
When Riley found out, he set about demolishing
the studio and Sam had to come down and calm
him down. Riley left the label shortly afterwards. In
hindsight, if the situation had been handled
differently Phillips could have had two big
recording artists on the roster.
Sam Phillips was devoting more of his time to
other business interests. He invested in Holiday
Inn during its early days and he had interests in
radio stations in Alabama. Consequently as the
fifties came to a close, the production duties were
in the hands of others. However this did not stop
the relocation of the Sun Studio in 1960 to 639
Madison Avenue, Memphis and also the launch of
another studio in Nashville where Scotty Moore
and Billy Sherrill were engineers. There was still
good music coming out of Sun, as the box set on
Charley ‘Sun Into The Sixties’ will testify but the
halcyon days were over.

1957 was a momentous year for Phillips as this
was the break through for Jerry Lee Lewis with the
classic ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On’. Earlier
Jerry Lee had been the piano player on Billy
Riley’s piece of Rock’n’Roll perfection ‘Flying
Saucers Rock‘n’Roll’. With brother Judd Phillips
handling the promotion side for Sun, the little
yellow label out of Memphis was hot. By now,
there were very few black artists being recorded at
Sun, as it was the white artists bringing in the
money. Phillips was responsible for developing a
unique sound in his studio and many of his
productions had a slapback echo sound created
by tape delay and the instruments were positioned
so that a sparse but crisp sound was obtained.
Soon Jack Clement and Bill Justis were involved
in the production side as the studio was in use
virtually twenty-four hours a day. Both Clements
and Justis were eventually sacked by Phillips after
an argument and Charles Underwood and others
took over production duties.

Records continued to be
released well into the late
sixties but after 1965
were rather infrequent.
On 1st July 1969, Phillips
sold Sun Records to
Shelby Singleton but
wisely
retained
the
publishing as well as the studio at 639 Madison.
To date, these sides of his business interests are
administered by his sons. Sam rarely ventured
into the recording studio after this sale, one
notable exception being when he joined his sons
Knox and Jerry on the production of the John
Prine album ‘Pink Cadillac’ in 1979. Billy Lee Riley
is also included on this album with a duet on the
track ‘No Name Girl’. Whilst in Memphis Phillips
was afforded the recognition he richly deserves,
outside acclaim was a little slower in coming but in
1986 he was inducted into the Rock And Roll Hall
Of Fame and in 2000, he was similarly honoured
by the Country Music Hall of Fame.

Sam set up his subsidiary Phillips International
label in 1958 but this was also the year that he lost
both Johnny Cash and Carl Perkins to Columbia
Records. But the hits kept on coming for Phillips
such as ‘Raunchy’ by Bill Justis, ‘Lonely
Weekends’ by Charlie Rich and ‘Pretend’ by Carl
Mann.

Sam has gone to the great cotton field in the sky
and hopefully he has reunited with Elvis and got
him rockin’ again. But for us mere mortals, he has
left behind a wonderful wealth of music; some of
the best Rock’n’Roll ever recorded. Thank you
Sam.
© Tony Wilkinson, August 2003

Phillips was very selective in what he released
and this has been borne out in later years when
the Sun vaults have been plundered and the
wealth of previously unissued material came onto
the market. Much of this is superlative Rock’n’Roll
music that puts the issues by lesser companies in
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embarrassed the electric lobby as it consistently
beat the bravest new schedules, and with great
economy.
In the UK, steam’s greatest moment had already
passed when the A4 Pacific class Mallard broke
the world record of 126 m.p.h. in 1938. The
Standard designs of the early 1950s would see
steam through to its demise in 1968. Incidentally,
the last steam locomotive to be built in the UK
was as late as 1960, thus seeing less than eight
years service.
Porta’s first design came in
1948, with the reconstruction of
a metre-gauge Argentinean
Pacific
(4-6-2)
into
an
immensely
efficient
4-8-0
compound.
A
fleet
of
Argentinean tank engines was
given the Porta treatment after
experimentation with his gas
producer
combustion
and
exhaust systems that burned
fuel more effectively, increasing
the power beyond recognition,
and these small locos outperformed much larger
examples.

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to the legendary steam locomotive
engineer and designer Livio Dante Porta who
died on 10th June aged 81.
The steam locomotive still labours across great
tracts of China, for the most part behind the
scenes in Poland as well as in Cuba and
Zimbabwe, along with other pockets of the
developing world. It climbs mountains with tourists
in tow in Switzerland, Austria, Wales and the
United States.
Amazingly, and with little fanfare, it’s now making
a cautious return; a new generation of low
emission, thermally efficient, low maintenance
steam locomotive is being developed concurrently
in the United Kingdom, United States, Japan and
Switzerland. Hopefully the end product will
produce a romantic and surprisingly efficient
alternative at the margins of railway operation.
That new steam traction is being developed at all
is due largely to the inspirational career of the
Argentinean locomotive engineer to which 'Tales
From The Woods' is paying tribute.

Come 1957, Porta moved to Patagonia taking up
the position as general manager of the Rio Turbio
coal railway. Virtually immediately, he redesigned
the
recently delivered
Mitsubishi
2-10-2
locomotives so that they became one of the most
efficient types of steam locomotive to run
anywhere in the world. These remained in service
until 1997.

Porta came late to his calling; by the time he
completed his technical studies in Buenos Aires in
1946 the classic mainline steam locomotive was
in its final stages of development. On the New
York Central, Paul Kiefer had just produced his
mighty Niagara class 4-8-4s. These magnificent
and brutally functional machines were capable of
running at 100 m.p.h. on near level track with 16
coach trains to extremely tight schedules between
New York and Chicago, clocking up an incredible
28,000 miles a month. Exhaustive tests proved
them equally economical with and a great deal
more powerful than the latest diesel locomotives
of that period.

In making life better for crews, service engineers,
etc. no detail was ever too small to escape Porta's
hands-on attention. A theoretician, and author of
around 200 scientific and technical papers, he
was described by people who knew and worked
with him as down to earth as the steam
locomotive itself.

In France, Porta's mentor and friend, Andre
Chapelon, had just created his masterpiece, the
A1 class, the most efficient and powerful
European steam locomotive of all. During
numerous trials, which took place during the
period of the late ‘40s through to the early ‘50s, it

He returned to Buenos Aires in 1960 as head of
thermodynamics at the Instituto Nacional de
Tecnologica. Meanwhile back in the UK, 74 0-6-0
tank engines, owned and operated by the National
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Coal Board, were fitted with Porta modifications
resulting in a considerable reduction in pollution.

Although he was not directly involved in the
structure's original design, it fell to him to face the
media on the bridge's opening day in June 2000 to
explain the engineering phenomenon of the
shallowest, slenderest suspension bridge built to
date.

The early 1980s would find Porta living and
working in the United States, employed by the
American Coal Enterprises to work on the
development of a new generation of heavy duty
steam freight locomotives. Sadly, the project was
ultimately dropped.
Most recently he had been advising both the
Sulzer Company in Switzerland, which is now
considering
orders
for
mainline
steam
locomotives, and the eccentric innovative British
steam engineer, David Wardale, on the
development of Wardale’s 5AT type for mainline
tourist services which, it is claimed, would be
capable of speeds up to 125 m.p.h.

When the arrival of around 100,000 pedestrians
the next day brought out its tendency to sway
somewhat dramatically, thus forcing its immediate
closure, he became responsible for stabilising it
so that it could finally reopen after 20 months.
Born Anthony James Fitzpatrick in London on 9th
June 1951, he received a grammar school
education before studying engineering at Leeds
University. He left in 1972 with a first-class
degree, walking straight into a job with the
prestigious engineering consultancy of Ove Arup
and Partners, (later just simply Arup).

Asked to comment upon Porta’s passing, Wardale
was heard to say, "He continued to try wherever
there was even half a chance to get steam moving
again." Famous for sharing his knowledge freely,
this genial, open and modest man made many
friends throughout his long working life and was,
without doubt, the steam lobby's first and foremost
global ambassador.

Within two years he went to work in the Tehran
office, returning to the UK three years later, finding
himself in such projects as the British Library
building adjacent to St Pancras railway station,
and qualified as both a chartered civil and
structural engineer.

Although Wardale chose not to mention it, Porta
suffered some tragedy in his personal life. During
the late 1970s, the period of Argentina's military
dictatorship, his daughter was taken from her
home at gunpoint. She was never found. One of
his three sons died at a tragically young age of
cancer. All this caused him to throw himself even
deeper into the research and development of the
great survivor and the most emotional of all man
made devices, the steam locomotive.







The early 1980s would find him living and working
in Hong Kong under the tutelage of Sir Norman
(now Lord) Foster on the technically complex
$700m bank building. It employed eight steel
masts, each 180 metres tall, to support five
groups of lateral trusses up the building's height.
From this frame, column-free floors and services
were suspended. Three papers on the project
were published by Fitzpatrick, the last of which
won him the prestigious Telford medal from the
Institution of Civil Engineers in 1987.



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
structural engineer Tony Fitzpatrick who died in
a cycling accident on July 26th, aged 52.

Returning to Arup's London office, Fitzpatrick was
given responsibility for all structural engineering in
the practice. working with Sir Richard (now Lord)
Rogers's Reuters Building at Blackwall and with
Lord Foster again on the Century Tower in Tokyo.
Fitzpatrick's so-called eccentrically braced frame
design system, allowed large-span column-free
floors to be suspended while also giving the
structure sufficient flexibility to resist earthquake
damage.

A group board director of
the engineering practice
Arup since 1986, his entire
30-year career was spent
with the firm. He enjoyed
his most-publicised role as
the man who tamed the
"wobbly" bridge (Millennium bridge to give its
correct title) that spans the River Thames here in
ole London town, between the former Bankside
Power Station (now the museum of modern art Tate Modern) on the south side between London
and Waterloo bridges and Sir Christopher Wren’s
masterpiece, St Paul’s Cathedral, on the north
side.

Aged just 42, he was honoured with a fellowship
of the Royal Academy of Engineers in 1993, and
just last year (2002) was awarded an honorary
fellowship of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, by all accounts an extremely rare
honour for an engineer.
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His great passion outside of his work was cycling
and it was while competing in the tough Climb to
Kaiser, a 200km race around the foothills of
California's Sierra Nevada that he lost his life,
leaving a wife, son and three daughters.







It was during his twenties that he turned
professional –not as a filmmaker but as an actor,
appearing in ‘The Alchemist’ in Oxford. Numerous
touring plays followed before landing himself a
prime position in the Peter Hall directed ‘Mourning
Becomes Electra’. This led to film work including
the Michael Powell directed ‘Oh Rosalinda’
(1955), as a German officer in ‘Battle Of The
River Plate’ (1956) and as a solicitor's clerk in the
Boulting Brothers production ‘Brothers-in-Law’
(1957), During the late fifties, halcyon days of
adventure television shows, he was in episodes of
‘Ivanhoe’ and ‘Robin Hood’. The latter was
directed by Lindsay Anderson no less and this
would be the first encounter for the two future
giants of cinema.



Time also for 'Tales From The Woods' to raise a
glass to film director, documentarist, actor stage
and opera director John Schlesinger who died
on July 25th aged 77.
In the opinion of the 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board, films like ‘Midnight Cowboy’ and
‘Sunday, Bloody Sunday’ (to name but two) could
not be made by mainstream cinema now.
No doubt they would be reduced to a
minority audience via the art house circuit.
Even back in the late sixties when the
‘Midnight Cowboy’ story was being pitched
to the major studios, nobody was
prepared to show sufficient bravery to
make it; except, that is, for one man –
David Picker of United Artists – who
allowed the story of cowboy hustler Joe
Buck (Jon Voight) and Puerto Rican street person
Ratso Rizzo (Dustin Hoffman) to come to life.
Simply the story of two human beings finding each
other amongst the millions of souls wandering the
New York streets, it finally hit the screens
worldwide in 1969. Striking a chord with
audiences and critics alike, it has won many
awards including a 1970 Best Director award.

As the fifties gave way to the sixties,
Schlesinger returned to filmmaking and,
almost by accident, found himself in charge
of BBC Television documentaries. Amongst
these were well-received pieces such as
features on the Cannes film festival,
Benjamin Britten at Aldeburgh (both 1959).
He was no doubt overjoyed to be allowed
free rein on a piece on his other great love
Italian opera (1960) following it up the next
year with a study of three painters (1961).
It was thanks to Edgar Anstey, a distinguished
figure in the British documentary movement, that
Schlesinger
was
given
the
30-minute
documentary ‘Terminus’ (1961) to direct - and it
made his name as a director. Set on London’s
Waterloo railway station, in his hands it became
far more than an observation piece, with a
poignant story of a little boy lost on London’s
biggest and busiest railway station. The 'Tales
From The Woods' editorial board witnessed a
showing of this little masterpiece at the National
Film Theatre a few years back and found it to be a
wonderful period piece. According to 'Tales From
The Woods' transport consultant, Richard Morant,
who is lucky enough to have seen a showing of its
out-takes, they are as fascinating as anything that
was included in it. ‘Terminus’ won Schlesinger an
award at the Venice film festival and recognition
from Bafta.

Based on his own experiences, ‘Sunday, Bloody
Sunday’ (1971) starred Peter Finch as a
homosexual doctor in love with a much younger
man, the aptly cast Murray Head who also shares
his favours with a woman (Glenda Jackson). Set
in a middle class home in Hampstead, the film
benefited from stunning performances from Head
and Jackson and from the sensibilities of the late
Peter Finch. In the opinion of many, this is still
considered his best film.
Born John Richard Schlesinger on 16th February
1926 in London into a comfortably off Jewish
family (his father was a doctor) with whom he
retained a strong bond. It was during his period of
National Service that he had his first encounter
with the spotlight, performing as a magician in the
Combined Services Entertainment Unit. Whilst at
Balliol College, Oxford he first became involved
with film making, working with a 16mm camera.
With the help of his friend Alan Cooke and the
goodwill of everyone involved, he was able to
produce a few amateur efforts, including ‘Black
Legend’ (1948) and ‘The Starfish’ (1950).

Come 1962, the British realist movement was in
full swing, riding the crest of the wave of
successful films like ‘Room At The Top’.
Schlesinger fitted this movement like a glove, as
was proved with his first feature ‘A Kind Of
Loving’, shot entirely on location in the north of
England, a gritty tale of working class life. Staying
very much in the niche of realism with the followups, ‘Billy Liar’ (1963) and ‘Darling’ (1965).
As a reaction to these sombre black and white
films, Schlesinger moved to produce a big-budget
version of Thomas Hardy's ‘Far From The
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Madding Crowd’, with a screenplay adaptation by
Frederic Raphael. It propelled him into the ranks
of international acceptance and naturally
Hollywood would beckon.

surprise hit in the United States.
What is not so generally well known is that he also
made literally dozens of commercials for Black
Magic chocolates, Danish bacon, coffee and no
end of other products. In 2001 the workaholic
suffered a major stroke, which resulted in severe
breathing difficulties. His last days were spent on
a life support machine which, when all hope had
vanished, was switched off.

The huge success of the aforementioned
‘Midnight Cowboy’ and ‘Sunday, Bloody Sunday’
found Schlesinger at the peak of his powers.
Weith Koods, artistic director of Cinema Queen
Anne, is of the opinion that ‘Day Of The Locust’
(1974) was undeservedly put down at the time of
its release. This scabrous portrait of Hollywood no
doubt trod on too many toes but ‘Marathon Man’
(1976), starring Dustin Hoffman as the victim of
Nazi dentist Laurence Olivier, was both
commercially and artistically successful.









'Tales
From
The
Woods' has to raise
that glass again, this
time to musician Dave
Rowberry who died on
June 6th aged 62.

Schlesinger, like so many of any branch of the
entertainment industry, was a workaholic with the
end result of more than his fair share of “turkeys”
to his credit. Possibly the most infamous was
‘Honky Tonk Freeway’ (1981). As I knew literally
nothing of this film I enlisted the knowledgeable
assistance of Cinema Queen Anne, being advised
that not only was it his greatest flop but also it
almost cost him his career. A then unheard of
amount of $24m was required to make it and it
was withdrawn a week after release. ‘The Tale Of
Sweeney Todd’ (1998), which attempted a straight
telling of the story of the demon barber; soon
disappeared from the big screen into the
welcoming arms of that bastion of the mediocre,
Sky television. Two years later, ‘The Next Best
Thing’ (2000), starring Rupert Everett and the
notoriously under-talented Madonna was released
to lethal notices, which soon blew it off the screen.

Born in Nottingham on
the 4th July 1940 but
attending university in
Newcastle, his first great passion was jazz.
However, during his student days, hanging out
and eventually playing within the thriving
Newcastle music scene, he developed an
enthusiasm for blues and rhythm & blues. Soon
he was to be worshipping at the altar of John Lee
Hooker, Bo Diddley and Ray Charles etc. playing
in various local combos until a call came from
Mike Cotton requesting his keyboard skills to
become part of his new band. Former traditional
jazz man Cotton had just jumped ship to form
R&B outfit The Mike Cotton Sound who were soon
to enjoy a top 30 hit with ‘Swing That Hammer’
which set them up nicely as a touring act
supporting big names like P J Proby, Tom Jones
etc.

Trying his hand at stage direction between the
mid-seventies and eighties brought him little luck.
He described his only attempt at directing a
musical on a BBC Radio 4 interview a few years
back as "A horrendous experience." ‘I And Albert’
lasted less than a week, as did a calamitous
production of ‘Julius Caesar’ for Peter Hall at the
National Theatre. However, he fared well with a
production of George Bernard Shaw's ‘Heartbreak
House’, again at the National. Acclaim came when
he moved into the opera house at Covent Garden
with ‘Tales Of Hoffman’, which was also filmed,
and in 1989 directing ‘A Masked Ball’ at the
Salzburg festival.

When Alan Price left The Animals to pursue a
solo career in May 1965, Rowberry was the
obvious replacement. The first Animals release to
feature Dave would prove to be their second
biggest hit after ‘House Of The Rising Sun’ on
which he also provided back up vocals. ‘We’ve
Got To Get Out Of This Place’ hit a peak of No. 2
in the British charts. He rode out the remaining
glory days with The Animals on top ten hits like
‘It’s My Life’ and ‘Don’t Bring
Me Down’ and was credited
with the arrangement of the
traditional blues number
‘See See Rider’ which gave
the band a top ten American
hit in October 1966. The
group’s final album, which
was partly produced by
Frank
Zappa,
featured
several songs co-written by

There were plenty of movies that prevented a midlife artistic meltdown such as ‘Yanks’ (1979), the
story of American soldiers during the Second
World War and ‘An Englishman Abroad’ (1983),
again working a similar theme to ‘Sunday, Bloody
Sunday’. In 1992 came ‘A Question Of Attribution’
with James Fox as Sir Anthony Blunt in an
encounter with the Queen, played by Prunella
Scales and, of course, the stylish ‘Cold Comfort
Farm’ (1995) made by BBC Films that became a
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Rowberry with The Animals’ singer Eric Burdon.

had taken along – Feel Like Going Home,
Searching For Robert Johnson, and Last Train To
Memphis. Due to my good fortune I found myself
in prime position when the founder of Sun records
made his entrance, and felt a sense of pride as I
fired off the first question – “Welcome to England
Sam – what took you so long?” Remarking that it
was a good question the smartly dressed
Southern gentleman who belied his years spoke
articulately and at some length about the foreign
and, in particular, British interest in his recorded
work, even back in the mid-to-late fifties.

By the time the album hit the streets The Animals
in their original form were no more. Eric Burdon,
for reasons of logic lost in the mists of time, chose
to split The Animals to form a progressive rock
style outfit, imaginatively titled Eric Burdon and the
New Animals. Rowberry chose to drift into session
work. When The Animals briefly got back together
for reunions in both 1977 and 1983, it was Alan
Price that got the call. However, in the midnineties, Hilton Valentine and John Steel from the
original group formed Animals II, later known as
Animals & Friends, and persuaded Dave to join
them. With them he would stay virtually up until
his death, playing their last date with them on 2nd
June. Four days later his long history of heart
problems took its toll.

As the session drew to a close the attendees were
invited to form a line for Sam’s autograph, and
again I was lucky to be near the front of a long
queue that stretched to the other end of the room.
To meet the great man, shake his hand, speak
with him briefly, and have a quick snap taken as
he signed his picture on page 56 of Last Train To
Memphis was both an honour and a privilege moments that I will always treasure.

Keith Woods








God bless you Sam. May you forever rock & roll
and rest in peace.
Lee Wilkinson

A personal remembrance of Samuel
Cornelius Phillips (5/1/23-30/7/03)



The second week of July 2000 could almost have
been declared Sam Phillips week in London. The
National Film Theatre on the South Bank held a
celebration of Sam Phillips’ artists consisting of
screening films featuring Johnny Cash and Carl
Perkins on the Monday, and Jerry Lee Lewis and
Roy Orbison on the Thursday. Sandwiched in
between these two episodes was The Legends of
Rock ‘n’ Roll show - Chuck Berry, Little Richard
and Jerry Lee Lewis at London Arena on the
Tuesday, and the following evening back at the
NFT was the premiere of the Sam Phillips biopic
‘The Man Who Invented Rock ‘n’ Roll’, followed by
an interview with the man himself.







BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

The Day The Music Died
The Last Tour of Buddy Holly, the Big Bopper and
Ritchie Valens
by Larry Lehmer
Published by Schirmer Books
New York 1997
272 pages Illustrated Index

Having secured tickets for all four events I
subsequently discovered that Mr Phillips and
author Peter Guralnick would be conducting a
short question and answer session at Borders
bookshop in Charing Cross Road at 6.30pm on
the Monday. I dashed over there after work one
hour before the appointed time to find a number of
fans had already congregated inside. Spotting a
guy who resembled a younger Sam Phillips and
then hearing his American accent I sidled over to
him and enquired “Excuse me, are you Sam’s
son?” Shaking my hand and confirming that he
was Knox Phillips he led me to a corner of the
room where he introduced me to his brother Jerry,
Sam’s companion Sally Wilbourne, Peter
Guralnick and his wife Alexandra.

This book has been out for a while but that
doesn’t mean that every Rock’n’Roll fan will have
read it or even heard of it, because, as far as I
know, it has only been published in the USA.

Peter signed copies of three of his books that I
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The author has undergone the same enormous
research effort that John Goldrosen did to write
his biography of Holly; he has interviewed 400
people (significantly, Maria Elena refused an
interview because, she said, writers often alter
what has been said) travelled thousands of miles,
consulted countless books and documents and
has dedicated his work “To the family and friends
of Roger Peterson, the often-forgotten victim of
February 3, 1959.” (Roger Peterson was the pilot.)
All sorts of bizarre rumours and conspiracy
theories to explain the crash have surfaced since
the ‘50s and these are fully discussed in the text.
What strikes the reader is the willingness of the
musicians to endure sub-Arctic conditions for a
few bucks and the willingness of the fans to turn
out in those conditions to support them.
There is a chapter entitled “Where Are They
Now?” which follows up the later lives of all those
involved and various appendices, giving
exhaustive technical details of the plane that
crashed (Beechcraft Bonanza), an account of the
pilot’s flying career, notes and references, and a
Bibliography. As an example of the author’s
indefatigable thoroughness, he (together with
Holly authority, Bill Griggs) was even able to
pinpoint the exact spot in northern Wisconsin
where the tour bus broke down in the early hours
of February 1st, 1959!

The back of the title-page explains; ‘The long
Sixties’, as it is best called, embraces a period
from the chronological mid-Fifties to 1979, when
on 3 May the party came so abruptly to its end’
Jonathon Green, All Dressed Up: The Sixties and
the Counterculture (1988)
The book is dedicated to Freddy and Janie but
also to hundreds of songs and the “many talented
and inspired musicians, who wrote, sang, played
and recorded them. They put a special kind of joy
into my life.”

One of the most valuable services that the author
has performed is to turn the spotlight on the
lesser-known Ritchie Valens and The Big Bopper
and provide much more biographical information
than is normally available in other Rock’n’Roll
books.

The huge list begins with ‘Because You’re Mine’
by Mario Lanza and later ‘How Much Is that
Doggie in the Window?’ by Patti Page(!); then it
continues through the Rock’n’Roll years, the
Sixties, Bob Marley, Tina Turner and the last entry
is the G’naoua. (No, I’ve never heard of
him/her/it/them either – will explain later.)

This book is a worthy memorial to three great
singing stars.
THE END

Actually, only the first 40 pages are about his life
as a Teddy Boy – the rest should be entitled ‘Diary
of a Mod’ and then ‘Diary of a Hippy’, as that is
what he turned into. On p.4 he writes, “…we held
our fingers in our ears as the entire remaining
British air force, Spitfires, Lancasters, B-52s (my
italics), flew low in victory over London.” Couldn’t
be B52s, as they first flew in 1952. He is probably
thinking of the B17 (Flying Fortress).

BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

Diary of a Teddy Boy
A Memoir of the Long Sixties,
by Mim Scala
Published by Review (An imprint of Headline Book
Publishing) 2001

There is no doubt that Mim Scala (his family are
Italian and set up a successful ice-cream
business in Fulham’s North End Road Market)
has had an incredibly adventurous and varied life
– starting in the family shop, he then became a
film extra in HMS Defiant, Cleopatra, It’s Trad Dad
(he was Helen Shapiro’s dancing partner) and
The Young Ones. He also saw “The Blackboard
Jungle” and writes, “Bill Haley and his Comets had
indelibly stamped my soul.” Yet on page 108 he

www.reviewbooks.co.uk/www.hodderheadline.com

229 pages Illustrated £9.99
Teddy Boy? Sixties? The two just don’t go
together. And just what does “the long sixties”
mean? Then there’s the quote on the cover from
Marianne Fartfull (sorry, Faithfull), ‘Captures that
hinge moment when everything changed from
grey to colour.’ (Yes, dear, and the colour in your
case was brown, like a Mars bar).
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writes about the group that some describe as “The
Greatest Rock’n’Roll Band in the World” (but they
never tell us which world), the Rolling Stones, “It
was time for action as the filming of what is
arguably the greatest rock and roll ever recorded
got under way (‘Sympathy for the Devil’)” (What!
Even better than “How Much is that Doggie in the
Window?”)

author (£17 including postage):
Brian A.Rushgrove, 145 Colindale Avenue,
London NW9 5HB

He started a gambling club, met the Krays,
became a theatrical agent, shared a flat with Chris
Stamp (brother of Terence), became a director
and secured Dennis Hopper a part in an episode
of “The Saint”, had a crush on Patti Boyd, saw a
band called “The High Numbers” (later re-named
“The Who”), met Chris Blackwell (of Island
Records) and produced a record by the Farinas,
“You Had Better Stop, Let Your Conscience Be
Your Guide”, met Salvador Dali, Tim Hardin, Allan
Klein, Cat Stevens, Jean-Luc Godard, the Beatles,
the Stones, Arthur C. Clarke, Satyajit Ray… stop,
I’m getting dizzy!

It amazes me that it has taken 50 years and a
Finnish publisher before a seriously-researched
book on the Teddy Boy phenomenon has
appeared, considering the enormous impact this
British fashion had at the time and for decades
afterwards.

On the way, he took drugs (natch). (P. 116), “I
was reading Huxley, Hesse, Freud, Jung,
Gurdjieff and Ouspenski and had become very
interested in hallucinogenics.” (Yes, they are!) He
then became very interested in the trance music
of North Africa, the principal instrument being a
type of bass guitar, the gimbri, played by a people
called the G’naoua (Now you know who they are.)
He put out an album of this music.

Brian Rushgrove has been studying and collecting
thousands of newspaper cuttings and other
material on the subject for over 25 years and has
been living in an ideal location to do so, as the
British Newspaper Library is situated in Colindale
(he has his own monogrammed seat there and a
special mug in the staff canteen).

You can tell the effect the music and the hash has
had on him by this passage (p.173) where he
arrives in Cairo to witness a total eclipse (of what?
He doesn’t say. Probably his brain.) “I wanted to
tune the wand that Michael had made for me with
the energy of the Great Pyramid.” (Try tuning into
the BBC World Service instead - it doesn’t addle
your brain the way hash does!)

The book is very well-produced and illustrated and
its most valuable function is to debunk lots of
myths that have been uncritically accepted by the
media and the general public. As Brian says on
the first page, the most prevalent untruth is that
the Teddy Boy started in the Elephant and Castle
area or North London. Not so. A photo of
teenagers wearing Edwardian suits and crepe
soled shoes appeared in the Sunday Pictorial in
October 1952 – they were from the
Northumberland village of Hexham (population
295).

He now lives in Ireland with his wife and family.
Good! Give up the hash and now try the mash!
(Guinness). I still don’t know why he calls his
book “Diary of a Teddy Boy” but perhaps all the
drugs he took have since erased his memory after
1960.
THE END

The author traces the various influences on the
style. One was that young National Servicemen
posted abroad came home requesting tailors to
make them the sort of suits they had seen while
overseas. Other influences came from American
servicemen based in England and the influx of
West Indian immigrants. He explains that the
Edwardian suit had been “in” since 1947; what we
now refer to as the Teddy Boy suit was “a splash
of Zoot mixed with the American “Drape” look.

BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

Fashionable Foolish or Vicious
by Brian A.Rushgrove
Published by BeBop Books, P.O.Box 119, 04201
Kerava, Finland
www.bebopbooks.fi
110 pages Many illustrations £15
Obtainable via the website or direct from the

The zoot suit was the style of dress favoured by
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Mexican Americans (the Pachucos). This was a
flamboyant long coat, with baggy pegged pants, a
pork pie hat, a long key chain and shoes with thick
soles. Even Duke Ellington once played the
Apollo in Harlem, wearing a zoot suit!
In the early ‘40s in Los Angeles and other cities
there were huge riots between gangs of zootsuited Mexicans and thousands of US servicemen
but as the author points out, in Britain the zoot suit
was an exclusively black fashion, worn by the
Jamaican immigrants who came to Britain in the
late ‘40s/early ‘50s. The “Edwardian Look” for the
upper classes arrived in Savile Row in August
1948 and it was designed to appeal to the rich
young bloods of Mayfair; however, it was pushed
so successfully that it filtered down to the workingclass youth of the era who adopted it and adapted
it to their own taste.

THE HEMSBY 31 ROCK'N'ROLL
WEEKEND
Eddy ‘The Chief’ Clearwater (USA)
The flamboyant Chicago blues rocker and
songwriter whose energetic and diverse shows
reflect his gospel, country and early Rock'n'Roll
roots. Eddy is very much in the Chuck Berry style
and is best known for his 1958 ‘Hillbilly Blues’
classic and his current UK dance hall filler ‘2 x 9’.
Expect outrageous stage costumes and a highenergy performance.

Considering the fact that the Teddy Boy (and the
sometimes even more vicious Teddy Girl) soon
developed a notorious reputation, there are lots of
quotes in this book which are surprisingly
supportive, e.g. on p.25 the director of a wellknown firm of men’s outfitters in Arbroath, said
this in 1954, “Our business is 100 per cent in what
we term modern styles. We sell long draped
jackets, narrow trousers, ‘slim jim’ ties, shirts with
buttoned-down collars, and whatever the modern
youth wants. Our business is sufficiently big for
this to mean that if all our young customers were
hooligans, the City of Edinburgh would require a
police force double the size.’

Art Adams (USA)
The Indiana rocker makes his long awaited
European debut. Listen out for his classic
favourites ‘Dancing Doll’, ‘Rock Crazy Baby’ and
‘Indian Joe’.
Johnny Olenn (USA)
Born in San Antonio, Texas and best known for
his appearance in the 1956 movie ‘The Girl Can’t
Help It’ wearing that incredible red zoot suit,
Johnny has performed constantly in Lake Tahoe
or Las Vegas and is a polished entertainer in the
swing jive style of Rock'n'Roll.

All the same, there is plenty of evidence in this
book that the violence, vandalism and viciousness
(not enough alliteration there) of some Teds was
not a media myth but an unpalatable fact and this
obviously made life difficult for those young men
who were not anti-social. The book ends with the
emergence of the Mods and Rockers in the early
‘60s.

Otis Williams (USA)
The classic doo-wop singer who, with The
Charms, had a bunch of US hits including the
likes of ‘Ivory Tower’, ‘Hearts Of Stone’ and ‘Ling
Ting Tong’. Otis was a regular at the Apollo
Theatre in Harlem and can captivate any audience
with his stylish singing and the warmth of his
personality.

Brian Rushgrove is to be congratulated for all the
painstaking research, time and effort he has put
into this book, in a single-minded attempt to get at
the pure, unvarnished truth about the 1950s
Teddy Boy. Thanks also to Bebop Books for
having the courage and initiative to do what no
British publisher had the guts to do!

Plus many other bands from around the world.
All enquiries: Telephone 01522 752453
Fax bookings: 01522 752419
e-mail: Hemsby@freeuk.com

There are to be two more volumes, I am told,
featuring photos of Teddy Boys from the
‘60s/’70s/’80s etc. The style goes on.











Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

THE END





Interesting piece on Bobby Darin courtesy of
Dik de Heer.
(Part 2)
THE "EARLY IN THE MORNING" SESSION
- Date: Thursday, April 24, 1958
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- Location: Pythian Temple (Decca Studio), West
80th Street, New York City
- Songs recorded : Early In The Morning
(Darin/Woody Harris), Mighty Mighty Man (Darin),
You're Mine (Darin), Now We're One (Darin). (In
that order.)
- Producer / arranger: Dick Jacobs
- Engineer : Unknown
- Personnel: Bobby Darin, vocals; George Barnes,
guitar; Al Chernet, guitar; Sanford Bloch, string
bass; Sam "The Man" Taylor, alto saxophone;
Ernie Hayes, piano; Panama Francis, drums; Phil
Krause, drums; The Helen Way Singers (Helen
Way, Harriet Young, Maeretha Stewart, Theresa
Merritt), background vocals.

thinking at Decca? That a voice as distinctive as
Bobby's would not be recognized? And why was it
impossible for Bobby to wait another six days? It's
clear that he was impatient and frustrated by his
slow start in the music business, but what
difference could one week make? The mysteries
remain.
Meanwhile at Atco, Ahmet Ertegun, unaware of
the events of April 24, exerted his power as
President of Atlantic/Atco. Ertegun writes in his
coffee table book "What'd I Say": "After Bobby's
first releases for us weren't successful, Herb
[Abramson] came to me and said he was going to
release Bobby from his contract. But I was
convinced he had great potential, and I insisted
that we keep him on the label" (page 112).
Ertegun's interference with Herb's Atco label must
have greatly contributed to Abramson's decision
to leave the company. Soon he asked Ertegun
and Jerry Wexler to buy him out, which they did,
with the help of Ahmet's brother, Nesuhi Ertegun.

This (illegal) session continues to fascinate me. I
have already devoted several earlier posts (to the
web – H) to the subject and will try not to repeat
myself too much.
Last month I told the story of the "Splish Splash"
session on April 10. The three songs that were
recorded then (Splish Splash, Judy Don't Be
Moody and Queen Of The Hop) had not yet been
released on April 24 and I doubt if Bobby knew
then if they would be released at all and if so,
when. His one-year contract with Atco Records
had become effective on May 1, 1957, so there
was still one week to go. Atco boss Herb
Abramson had declined to produce "Splish
Splash" and intended to drop Bobby from the
label. Fearing that his contract would not be
renewed, Bobby wanted to have "something in the
can for future release" (as Ken Emerson puts it in
his liner notes for the "Splish Splash" Best Of CD)
and went back to his old record company, Decca,
while he was still under contract to Atco.

Undeterred by the fact that Bobby was kept on at
Atco, Decca issued "Early In The Morning"
anyway, on its Brunswick subsidiary, on May 27,
eight days after the release of "Splish Splash".
Credit went to "The Ding Dongs". It didn't take
long for the record to get airplay and to be heard
by someone at Atlantic. The lead singer of the
non-existing Ding Dongs sounded suspiciously
like Bobby Darin and Ertegun called Bobby in his
office at the first opportunity. Bobby had no choice
but to confess that he had gone behind Ertegun's
back and done a moonlighting session for Decca.
Ahmet was very upset, but forgave Bobby. Atlantic
wasted no time in reclaiming the master tapes
from Decca. Apparently the mere threat of legal
action sufficed.

"Something in the can". How should we see this?
Possibility 1: the Decca people promised Bobby
that they would take him back if Atco dropped him
and release his record legally. Not very likely,
given the fact that Decca had laid him off just a
year ago and that Bobby had not made much
commercial progress since then. Possibility 2:
Bobby wanted four finished masters that he could
sell to any record company that would be
interested. This would mean that he had to pay for
the session himself. According to Al DiOrio,
Bobby's musical income after taxes in 1957 was
just a little over $1,700. Hiring the Pythian Temple
for three hours plus some of NYC's finest session
men, not forgetting Dick Jacobs's fee, would cost
at least $800 in 1958. Virtually out of the question.

In his Atlantic discography, Michel Ruppli enters
the four songs (marked as "purchased from
Decca") under the date June 17, 1958. This
cannot possibly be the recording date, as the
same Ruppli gives April 24 as the date of
recording in his multi-volume Decca discography.
June 17 is probably the date that Atlantic received
the masters from Decca and assigned Atlantic
master numbers (4006-4009) to them. The
Brunswick single was withdrawn and Decca would
rush Buddy Holly into the studio to cover both
"Early In The Morning" and "Now We're One" on
June 19. Considering the fact that the same
studio, the same producer, the same arrangement
and exactly the same musicians were used, it's a
miracle that there's still quite a bit of difference
between the two versions. Though the Holly cover
was rush-released and hit the market even before
Atco reissued Bobby's original, the Darin version
was the one that first entered the charts and
peaked at a higher position in Billboard (# 24,
versus # 32 for Holly).

A third option - but one that seems hardly
attractive from Bobby's point of view - would be
that Decca saw this as a one-off and intended to
release the record(s) under a pseudonym,
regardless of the contract renewal at Atco. This is
more or less what happened, but what were they
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the Billboard Hot 100 (first instalment under that
name), at # 41.
- September : Atco issues "Mighty Mighty
Man"/"You're Mine" on Atco 6128. Credit goes
again to Bobby Darin and the Rinky Dinks.
(To be continued)

And what about the music? Ahmet Ertegun chose
to (re)release all four songs on two Atco singles,
so he must have been pleased with the results,
even though he had not produced them himself.
The gospel styled "Early In The Morning" is a
direct clone of Ray Charles's "I Got A Woman" (in
its turn based on an old gospel song), but works
well. "Now We're One" is a pleasant lively tune,
with which I like to sing along. The exuberant
"Mighty Mighty Man" would have been a perfect
rocker if it hadn't been for the obtrusive female
chorus. At least during Sam Taylor's sax break
the girls should have been given a moment of
leisure. In fact, Helen Way and her three female
companions have a high irritation factor on all four
tracks, least so on "Early In The Morning". "You're
Mine" is easily the weakest track of the foursome.
Reminiscent of Sam Cooke's "You Send Me", it is
one of Darin's least inspired compositions.









SOUL KITCHEN
Welcome to September’s helping of soul stew,
which as always is hot and spicy.
CD OF THE MONTH
THE DIAL SOUTHERN
SOUL STORY. Kent 223
CD One: Joe Tex: Hold On To What You've Got |
Be Your Own Judge | I Let Her Get Away | I
Wanna Be Free | I'd Rather Have You | I Want To
Do (Everything For You) | A Sweet Woman Like
You | The Love You Save (May Be Your Own) Bobby Marchan: I've Got A Thing Going On | I
Gotta Sit Down And Cry | Get Down With It (Alt) |
Half A Mind | Just Be Yourself | I Just Want What
Belongs To Me | Sad Sack - Clarence Reid:
Somebody Will | I Refuse To Give Up | Gimme A
Try -Paul Kelly: Only Your Love | Chills And Fever
| I Can't Help It | Since I Found You - Chris Harris
And The Soul Agents: You Really Fooled Me - Len
Wade: It Comes And It Goes - Little Archie: You
Can't Tie Me Down | All I Have To Do
CD Two: Joe Tex: Skinny Legs And All | I Gotcha
– Dialtones: Don't Let The Sun Shine On Me Clarence "Frogman" Henry: Hummin' A Heartache
| This Time | That's When I Guessed - Little
Archie: I Need You | I Am A Carpet - Chris Harris:
Dr Funky | Tell 'Em I Am Who I Am - Paul Kelly:
Call Another Doctor (On The Case) | We're
Gonna Make It - Frederick Knight: Throw The
Switch | I Know Where I've Been - Annette Snell:
Footprints On My Mind (Ext) | I'll Be Your Fool
Once More | You Oughta Be Here With Me | Get
Your Thing Together | Just As Hooked As I've
Ever Been | Love Connection - King Floyd: Can
You Dig It | Learning To Forget You - Jean Knight:
Dirt | Jesse Joe (You Got To Go) - Bobby
Marchan: Ain't Nothin' Wrong With Whitey.

I repeat, in abbreviated form, the chronology that I
sent to the list in March 2002. This chronology
makes it easy to refute allegations like "If Splish
Splash hadn't been a hit, Atco would have
dropped him" or "Decca issued Early In The
Morning after Splish Splash became a smash hit".
Chronology (all dates in 1958):
- April 10 : Bobby records "Splish Splash", "Judy
Don't Be Moody" and "Queen Of The Hop",
produced by Ahmet Ertegun.
- April 24 : While still contracted to Atco, Bobby
records four tracks for Decca.
- May 1 : Expiration date of Bobby's one-year
contract with Atco. Herb Abramson (head of Atco)
wants to drop him from the label, but is overruled
by Ahmet Ertegun.
- May 19 : Release date of "Splish Splash"/"Judy
Don't Be Moody".
- May 27 : Release date of "Early in the
Morning"/"Now We're One" on Brunswick 55073,
credited to "The Ding Dongs".
- June 17 : Atlantic acquires the master tapes of
the four songs from the Decca session, after
threatening with legal action. The Brunswick
single is withdrawn.
- June 19 : Decca rushes Buddy Holly into its New
York studio (Pythian Temple) to cover both "Early
in the Morning" and "Now We're One", to meet its
outstanding orders for the songs.
- June 23 : "Splish Splash" enters the Billboard
Top 100 (at # 51).
- July 5 : Release date of Buddy Holly's "Early in
the Morning"/"Now We're One" on Coral 62006.
- Mid- July : Atco re-releases Bobby's version on
Atco 6121, crediting it to Bobby Darin and the
Rinky Dinks. Again, the B-side is "Now We're
One".
- July 28 : Bobby's version enters the Billboard
Top 100 (at # 83).
- August 4 : Buddy's version enters what is now

Nashville based country
musician, music publisher
big wig Buddy Killen
founded the Dial label in
1961 specifically as an
outlet for Joe Tex, on the
strength of seeing Tex
perform live. Tex who
previously had been a
second rate Little Richard imitator with output on
King, Ace, and Anna, was struggling to find a
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musical identity, but teaming up with Killen proved
advantageous and, over the next twenty or so
years, the country soul preacher was by far the
label's biggest selling artist, with an incredible fifty
four releases, a third of the Dial's output. Joe Tex
was initially the only artist on the label to score
with any kind of national successes, and in 1965
'Hold On To What You've Got' leased to Atlantic
was Tex's and the label’s first of many big hits. No
other artist managed to break through in the way
that Tex did, but a handful of other artists had
considerable regional success.

trademark mid break monologue in his own
impeccable style, 'Half A Mind', is soooo soulful,
as is the uptempo, complete with hand claps, 'Sad
Sack'. I quite like his 'Get Down With It' the
forerunner to Little Richard’s tempoed up version.
Paul Kelly’s tracks are a revelation, he bows in
with a corker, a haunting deep ballad 'Only Your
Love', also pleasing is 'We're Gonna Make It' (not
the Little Milton song) and the instantly appealing
up-tempo, with an Impressions overtone, 'Since I
Found You', not forgetting his Northern favourite
'Chills and Fever'.

The label was a stepping stone for many on their
way to greater things, notably Paul Kelly who has
one of soul’s underrated voices, made his debut
on the label, and although he gained a reputation
around Miami, it wasn't until much later he found
success in 1970 with 'Stealin' In The Name Of
The Lord', and others. Dial was one of the longest
surviving Southern independent labels which
finally closed the shutters when its major star Joe
Tex died of a heart attack in 1982. It started and
bowed out with Joe Tex, but in between Tex,
during the label’s lifespan there was much more
on offer, with many other fine singers and
releases. Unlike say Chess, Motown, Atlantic etc
Dial never had an identifiable sound; Killen hired
studios, mainly in Memphis, Nashville, and
naturally the home of Southern Soul, Muscle
Shoals, always the perfectionist his production
work aimed for a technical quality product
avoiding the rough edges, which really isn't a bad
thing, of so many Southern souls. Apart from the
deeper side of country soul, the label served up
large helpings of seductive sweet southern soul,
and catchy groovers, as this 51 tracker 2 CD set
shows.

Chris Harris’ gruff deep vocals is sure in deep
Southern soul territory with 'You Really Fooled
Me'. Annette Snell, who was tragically killed in a
plane crash in 1977, steals the latter part of the
show, with her stunning, from Paul Kelly's pen,
'Footprints On My Mind', it's as righteous,
expressive and rousing piece as you are ever
likely to experience, and her 'You Oughta Be Here
With Me' is a tasty melodic ballad.
Compiled by the John's, Broven and Ridley, it
comes complete with the usual quality Ace
presentation, 20 page booklet, rare pix, label
scans, which all add up to a highly enjoyable
release.
RATING (out of 5) 4 Soulboys


THE COMPLETE MARION BLACK
SELECTED DIP
MARION BLACK... GO ON FOOL/WHO
KNOWS...Capsoul 20

Joe Tex gets the lion’s share. The opening track,
'Hold On To What You've Got' is quite rightly a
deserving testifying soul classic. His brassy
swinger 'I Wanna Be Free' is a stand out, as are
the majority of his other humungous ditties. His
biggest hits are included here, along with four
previously unreleased tracks. Ace already has
four Joe Tex CD compilations in their catalogue.
It’s a bit like Clapham Junction the way Ace dish
out and juggle to avoid duplications on their CDs.
As always with Ace compilations it's the lesser
know artists that provide the real surprises and
delights. Amongst my favourites are The
Dialtones’ mid tempo 'Don't Let The Sun Go Down
On Me', blue eyed soul at its mightiest. Len
Wade's brilliant deep 'It Comes And It Goes',
comes complete with stratospheric falsetto
swoops. Frederick Knight's 'I Know Where I've
Been', is a truly solid soulful brass fuelled track.

If I work hard everyday from nine to five,
just so you and the children can survive,
so the least you can do is show the courtesy to,
clean the house, cook a meal, that's all I ask of you.
You lie in bed talking on the phone,
watching soap operas on TV all day long,
when I ask darling please tell me what's wrong,
go on fool, that's what you say to me, leave me alone.

The outrageous cross dresser Bobby Marchan is
rewarded with eight tracks, his high pitched tones
shine on 'I Gotta Sit Down And Cry', including a
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Chorus (Where he is joined by girlie backing singers,
chanting the hook line, "go on, go on, go on" plus a
selection of ooooooh's and sighs thrown in. Magic.)
Go on fool, go on fool, leave me alone,
go on fool, go on fool, you should be long gone.

Black, was taken to Moss who was impressed
enough to record it, being released on his label
Capsoul in 1970, then leased to Avco the
following year. The record proved a winner,
spending eight weeks on the Billboard soul charts
peaking at 39, 124 pop, as he says "It brought me
a moment of fame, I travelled around for a while".
The only other acts in the Capsoul roster to make
the charts were the Four Mints with 'Do You
Really Love Me' 84 R&B and 'You’re My Desire'
80 R&B in 1973.

You had children out of wedlock the day we met,
I married you, took you home despite of all of that,
I adopted the children and loved them as my own,
now they reject me, you don't respect me, what did I do
wrong.
Come Friday, Saturday and Sunday you're gone,
I have to shop, cook and clean alone,
come Monday you're home raising sand,
singing that same old song, go on fool, cant you see
I'm sick leave me alone.

He had a big disagreement with Moss over the
follow up, who was trying to push Black into a
more pop slant, so they parted company. His
second single in 1971 'I'm Gonna Get Loaded',
again about marital problems b/w a bluesy ballad
'You're Not Alone', came out on Clim Price's Prix
label. He had a further two releases on Prix in
1971 a melodic pleasant mover 'More Love (Is All
We Need)' b/w inst. and 'Listen Black Brother' b/w
inst. Also in 1971 Marion's fifth single, this time on
Amos Searan’s Rome label. Again both sides
were written by Marion 'He Kept It For Himself' is
a slow swaying, atmospheric deep ballad b/w 'You
Don't Want Me', which has a more country feel to
it. Both sides suit Marion's sophisticated and
gentle tenor perfectly. His final recording in 1974,
was the self penned, 'Off The Critical List' Parts 1
& 2 on Shakat records sees a return to the 'Go On
Fool' format, where once he was a sad
heartbroken man, but now he's well again and off
the critical list. It's a bouncy hypnotic barnstormer
and one of the real hidden gems in soul music.

Chorus.

Then moving to the centre hole with a relaxed
rippling piano outro.
How often have you acquired a record and wanted
to run down the street waving it. Well 'Go On Fool'
is one such record that blew me apart when I first
heard it, which is also held in very high esteem by
soul collectors. A down home country-tinged
ballad in the highest Southern Soul tradition, along
the lines of Toussaint McCall's classic 'Nothing
Takes The Place Of You'. This poignant ballad, a
sad tale of a neglected husband, is sung in such a
forlorn pitiful manner, he sounds really hurt. The
flip 'Who Knows' is a piano propelled mid pacer,
with tasteful vocals riding the keyboards.
Marion Black was born 8th January 1935, in
Jenkins, Kentucky. It was after seeing Elvis
Presley perform, and his idolisation of Sam
Cooke, that made him determined to follow the
same path and get into the music business. None
of his relatives were involved in music. Around his
home town he sang in talent shows and church
choirs. At eighteen he moved to
Wheeling, West Virginia, where he
sang in a gospel quartet called the
Fling 5, before moving two years
later, in 1955, to Columbus, Ohio.
He worked there in the Sheraton
hotel for fifteen years, singing in
various night clubs around the area,
enjoying a good local following.

He sent a copy to a friend, a disc jockey in
Baltimore named Rockin’ Robin, who started
playing the track, which came to the notice of the
New York branch of Chess records, who handled
the project, but even Chess records’ national
distribution couldn't achieve the exposure it
deserved, so further success eluded
him. As was always the case with so
many Southern artistes, Black never
received any royalties from any of the
forty fives he had released. Unable to
find a qualified manager, dwindling
personal appearances, he finally
decided to quit, a decision helped on
by the disco music explosion around
1974 which temporarily pushed aside
real soul based music. He got a job
at a major hotel as food and
beverage coordinator where he
worked for twenty five years before
retiring. He still resides in Columbus
Ohio. Marion Black came to us with a
block buster, but sadly soon faded
back into obscurity, but during his
short career he did release a handful
of plastic gems.

Bill Moss was a local disc-jockey,
studio owner, producer, writer,
pianist and an artist in his own right.
He was the leader of the Alpha
recording family group called the
Calestials and scored in 1969 with
one solo hit on Bell 'Sock It To Em
Soul Brother' 49 R&B. He also
recorded, besides his own Capsoul
label
for
Adel,
Allstar
and
Westbound. 'Go On Fool', written by
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Colpix 779
Four Tops
It's The Same Old Song/Your
Love Is Amazing T Motown 528
Chuck Jackson
If I Didn't Love You/Just A
Little Bit Of Your Soul
Pye 25321
Ronnie Jones/Nighttimers You're Looking Good/I'm So
Clean
Parlophone 5326
Major Lance
Too Hot To Hold/Dark &
Lonely
Columbia 7688
Jackie Lee
Lonely Clown/Love Is Gone
Columbia 7685
Barbara Lewis
Make Me Your Baby/Love To
Be Loved
Atlantic 4041
Martha & The Vandellas You've Been In Love Too
Long/Love Makes You Do Such Foolish Things
T Motown 530
Derek Martin
You Better Go/You Know
Columbia 7694
Gene McDaniels
Walk With A Winner/Miracle
Liberty 55805
Nina Simone
Exactly Like You/????
Colpix 799
The Supremes
Nothing But Heartaches /He
Holds His Own (indeed)
T Motown
527
The Tams
Concrete Jungle/Till The End
Of Time
HMV 1464
Jr Walker & The All Stars Shake & Fingerpop/Cleo's
Back
T Motown 529
Baby Washington
Only Those In Love/Ballad
Of Bobby Dawn
London 9987

DISCOGRAPHY
1970
CAPSOUL 20 Go On Fool/Who Knows
1971
AVCO-EMBASSY 4559 Go On Fool/Who Knows
PRIX 7102 I'm Gonna Get Loaded/You're Not Alone
PRIX 7302 More Love (Is All We Need)/Instrumental
PRIX ?
Listen Black Brother/Instrumental
ROME 7146 He Kept It For Himself/You Don't Want Me
1974
SHAKAT 705 Off The Critical List/Part 2

My very sincere thanks to Heikki Suosalo for
allowing me to use some of the
contents of his interview with Black,
which was featured in Soul
Express magazine. Which in turn
gives me the chance to bring
another obscure soul great to a
wider audience.
BUNNY NEWS
15th and 16th August at the Jazz Cafe.
Hold your breath, are you ready? Well
first Bunny bowed out, then both the
Larry Gold shows were completely
cancelled. Another time, Another place
as JLL once said. A rumour that there is
some Jazz FM event in a Hilton Hotel up
North next January, featuring Bunny
Sigler, Jean Carn, Dexter Wansel. I
know that's not much help to those organising a
TFTW Bunny coach outing, but keep up to date by
reading Bunny News.
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
Once again we continue our walk through the
releases of 1965, continuing with September. See
we are now back in corresponding month
sequence.

Muddy Waters
I Got A Rich Man's
Woman/My Dog Can't Bark Chess 8019
The Wheels
Gloria/Don't You Know
Columbia 7682
Nancy Wilson
Where Does That Leave
Me/Gentle Is My Name
Capital 15412

James Brown
Bag/ part two
Maxine Brown
For A Laugh
Freddy Cannon

Papa's Got A Brand New
London 9990
One Step At A Time/Anything
Pye 25317
Action/Beechwood City
Warner Bros 5645
The Contours
First
I
Look
At
The
Purse/Searching For A Girl T Motown 531
Sam Cooke
Sugar Dumpling/Bridge Of
Tears
RCA 1476

My top five of the month. Derek Martin/The
Tams/James Brown/Detroit Spinners/Jr Walker
who ties with Gene McDaniels. So that's really six!
SOUL DOCTOR
It's nice to have some response to the clinic, but I
was expecting some sensible questions to get my
teeth into.
Q. What do you think of Malcolm McDonald’s
tribute to Motown CD?
SB. From what I have heard it's basically insulting
crap. It hurts SB how these great Tamla Motown
classics could be butchered and abused in such a
way.
Q. Why don't you feature any UK soul in your
column?
SB. Is there any? If Craig David is the UK's finest
voice of nu-soul, I think that answers the question.
Respond to the letters page please.

The Detroit Spinners
I'll
Always
Love
You/Tomorrow May Never Come
T Motown
523
Fats Domino
In San Francisco/I Done Got
Over It
Mercury 869
The Drifters
I'll Take You Where The
Music Playing/ Far From The Maddening Crowd
Atlantic 4040
Duane Eddy
Trash/South Phoenix
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Maria, meanwhile, was far too concerned with her
private scams. At the first lunch stop she ordered
the cheapest meal on the menu for everyone. It
was a self-service establishment, but when people
started choosing nice desserts and cakes to
supplement their frugal meal, instead of letting
them pay for them separately, Maria went around
snatching plates from people's hands screaming:
'No, No - don't let them have that!' Half the hotels
en route wouldn't allow Maria on their premises as
she had such a bad reputation. Arriving in the
Rome area late at night, Maria couldn't be
bothered allocating rooms properly. Instead she
held a kind of cattle auction - splitting husbands
and wives up. She held up keys at random
screaming: 'Right, I want three mens or three
womens to share this room'. George told her in no
uncertain terms to assign the rooms properly,
which immediately put us in her bad books.

UTRECHT
The line up to this year’s Utrecht is slowly filtering
through. My goodness, two names to wet any
soulies appetite, the legendary Howard Tate, plus
the luminous Lou Pride are listed to appear.

Remember you're in safe
soul hands with......

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on.









WHAT A DULL WORLD IT
WOULD BE WITHOUT
CHARACTERS LIKE THESE

As we weren't going on the optional trips, Maria
tried to leave us stranded in this hotel outside
Rome, but we insisted on her taking us in on the
coach, as the package trip was supposed to
include Rome. Moreover, we were on full board,
and the lunch was to be taken at a Rome
restaurant. 'No come on excursion, no get lunch you stay in hotel!' was Maria's reaction. In the end
we got our own way, though she tried to avoid
picking us up for lunch. The other passengers
made her stop at the pre-arranged rendezvous
when she tried to drive past.

Part 3
We also met lots of endearing, crazy and
sometimes not so nice characters on many of our
travels around the world. On a memorable tour of
Italy by coach, we arrived off the ferry at Calais to
find our courier hadn't turned up. Maria had to
take the tour at the last minute, and she was not
happy about it. As soon as the coach set off she
instructed us to give her money to buy meals en
route because, in those pre-Euro days, it would be
easier than keep changing currency as we were
going through so many countries on the way to
Italy. A little Welsh widow was sitting near us in
the coach, and when Maria went to collect money
from her the poor woman only had Spanish
pesetas. Apparently the only time she'd been
abroad before was with her late husband, who'd
arranged all the currency. Obviously this poor
woman had just gone to a bureau de change with
the receipt she'd had from her last trip and asked
for 'some more of that foreign money'. Maria was
not at all helpful, screaming at the poor woman:
'Why you bring pesetas on this holiday? We no go
anywhere near Spain - give me lira or sterling
please.' Snatching some of the poor woman's
sterling, Maria moved on down the bus leaving the
poor woman perplexed. We tried our best to
explain they had different currencies in every
country we passed through, but it was all too
much for the Welsh widow to take in. All through
the holiday she was trying to get rid of her
unwanted Spanish pesetas. By the time we got to
Venice she was holding open her handbag to a
postcard seller saying in desperation: 'Take as
much as you want, I can't get rid of it'. She was
referring to the pesetas, but he chose her
precious sterling instead.

We weren't very popular with tour guides. On
another Italian trip the courier was trying to sell an
expensive Evening Tour of Rome trip to two
elderly ladies sitting behind us. They were only
being taken to the Coliseum, so George turned
round and said: 'Excuse me, but you don't need to
pay £10 for this trip, you can go on the bus for
fourpence'. 'Mind your own business!' screamed
Jacquie, the courier. But the two ladies said thank
you very much, we'll go by bus instead. We
arrived at the Coliseum before the coach party
arrived, and indeed it cost us about 8 pence return
by bus.
On the trip with Maria, she suddenly disappeared
in the Venice area with all the money she'd
collected for the various tours. We had to return
without a courier, but eventually got some sort of
refund for having to share the travel guide's duties
between us on the way back home.
A trip we made to East Germany in 1976 was full
of weirdos, as you might expect to such a
destination. Two that stick in my mind we named
Albanian Alice and Auschwitz Annie. They were
both elderly ladies with grey hair, travelling quite
separately. Albanian Alice had decided not to
spend one East German Mark extra on this
inclusive full-board package, and was comparing
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everything unfavourably with Stalinist Albania,
which she had visited on a previous occasion. Our
tour party stopped at a restaurant for lunch, the
waiter asked Alice what she'd like to drink and she
demanded tap water. Obviously the local water
was considered not really suitable for foreign
tourists, so the waiter tried to persuade he to buy
a bottled drink of some sort. Albanian Alice
screamed that you could have has much free
water as you liked in Enver Hoxha's Albania,
whereupon the waiter rushed away to defend the
Socialist reputation of the German Democratic
Republic - nearly 30 years of Socialism could,
after all, provide a glass of free water for tourists.
Erich Honecker would have been proud of him;
makes building that bloody Wall worthwhile!

encounter with an official of a Socialist state
spoke neither English nor Greek. 'But Greek is the
international language,' Nicos protested, obviously
dismayed that Greek was not taught in all schools
in Russia and its satellites.
Once in Moscow, Nicos went right over the top,
enthusing about how it had been his life-long
ambition to visit the workers' paradise of the
Soviet Union. Seeing the huge Worker and
Collective Farm Girl monument, an aluminium
structure with the two figures holding aloft a giant
hammer and sickle, Nicos proclaimed: 'Look at
that, Tony! It means the workers are free!'
The workers may not have been free, and neither
was the Moscow transport system, although it was
very cheap - 5 kopeks or the then equivalent of
five old pence to travel anywhere by bus, tram,
trolleybus or metro. You had to insert a 5k piece to
get into the fabulous metro system, but on the
surface transport there were 'honesty' boxes.
Even in crowded buses and trams, people
faithfully passed along their 5k pieces to put in the
box. Not Nicos, however, who insisted that in the
glorious workers' paradise: 'Tourists go free!' We
got dirty looks from all the other passengers when
we got off.

Auschwitz Annie seemed perfectly normal until we
arrived at Buchenwald Concentration Camp.
George decided not to enter the horrific museum
of Nazi atrocities, which included lampshades
made of human skin, though I went in, as did
Auschwitz Annie. Waiting by the exit for me,
George said Annie emerged with a movie camera
complaining that 'it wasn't as good as Auschwitz'
which she'd visited and filmed on a previous
occasion. George was naturally shocked that she
could use an adjective like 'good' about such
terrible places, but she was quite unapologetic.

It is nice to take home some little presents when
returning home from a trip abroad, but again
Nicos went right over the top. As well as countless
green melons, which were sold on every street
corner (definitely confirming to Nicos that the
Soviet Union was indeed the land of plenty), Nicos
purchased a rocking horse in the G.U.M.
department store which then had to be carried
back on the train and ferry. Apparently a Socialist
rocking horse was, in Nicos' eyes, far superior to
the ones available at any good London toy shop.
Tony Papard

This was the tour which finally disillusioned me
with the Communist experiment. George was
continually pointing out the defects in the system,
which I preferred not to see. The fact that they'd
had a clampdown on the liberal gay scene which
existed in East Berlin on my previous visit in 1968
didn't help either. When they locked us in
churches and museums to prevent us from
escaping from the boringly slow and detailed
monologues of the local tour guides, George
remarked sardonically: 'Well, what do you expect
in a country which had to build a bloody great wall
around it to prevent its people from running away!'



On my first trip abroad, by train from Victoria via
Harwich and Ostend to Moscow (a trip which took
3 days each way), a Greek-Cypriot Communist,
Nicos, was one of our party. First of all he scared
some poor old lady in the Belgian carriage going
to visit her son in the British army in West
Germany by telling her the train didn't stop till it
got inside East Germany. Later he spied some
gleaming new housing estates in West Germany,
and declared we must already be in 'the workers'
paradise' of East Germany with such wonderful
modern houses. Much later, on passing the
sinister watchtowers and border fortifications as
we actually entered the DDR, Nicos said nothing
until the border police got on the train at
Marienborn, first station in East Germany. As they
stamped our passports Nicos tried to engage
them in conversation, but to his dismay his first







Letters to the Editor
Sir
I am confused (it doesn't take a lot). On page 11
of TFTW#32, in the middle of a review of the July
2003 Porretta Soul Festival, there is the
reproduction of a photo purporting to be of Curtis
Mayfield. Is Porretta anywhere near Lourdes by
any chance? If there has been a divine Second
Coming of the gentle-voiced creator of so much
soul, I think we should be told.
Yours, dabbing on the holy water.
Ol' Crunchy Nuts
London E12.
P.S. On page 34 of the same issue, Booze-ridden
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Brian fell down the stairs believing that Cliff White
and Dave Penny are "both now associated with
Proper Records". Although that White chap is
indeed now working for Proper Music Distribution,
Dave is still at MCPS.

If you could arrange for future issues to be
delivered through my letterbox on a Monday I
wouldn’t actually see it until my return from work in
the evening, thus enabling me to spread out my
reading of it over subsequent evenings throughout
the whole working week. This would then entail
only three weeks desperately awaiting my next
injection of Woodyness.

P.P.S. The main conundrum is how you lot can
find the time and financial resource to put together
such a quixotic monthly magazine while also
flitting around the globe, attending gigs and
festivals from all parts of the USA to all parts of
continental Europe via Lower Penge Working
Man's Club and still get home in time for your
nightly rub-down with rare '50s issues of the
Gentleman's Gazette. Have you all got rich and
indulgent maiden aunts?

Thanking you in anticipation of your co-operation.
A TFTW Junkie of Stratford
We have a solution – the next issue will be sent a
page at a time. This will, of course, increase the
postage charge considerably but hell, it’ll be worth
it. – H



Firstly, the Curtis/Sam debacle is entirely my fault.
Despite the details being perfectly clearly written
on the rear of the picture in question by the
inimitable Paul Harris, I still managed to let word
association take over and thus arrived the
erroneous Curtis tag. Apologies to Sam Mayfield
and Paul Harris. Secondly, thanks for elaborating
on your current location. Finally, our maiden aunts
wish to remain anonymous - H







TFTW Meet-Up dated August 8th
The reflections of a Woodie
Attendees in order of wealth:
Alan Lloyd, Dave Carroll, Brain Jessup, Lee
Wilkinson, Tony Wilkinson, Martin McClure, Tony
Papard, Martin Harvey, Nick Cobham, Al
Hardcastle, Jon Jolliffe, Brian Bunter, Brian
Benjamin, Barry Gamblin, Ron Brand, Keith
Woods, Bernard Donovan, Jazz Bunny & Phil and
Ken Major.

Big Bopper Jr in Enfield
Hi Keith,
No sweat about this. I am sure it is true. And
whatever, we all have a right to our own opinion. It
is true BB was far from well during this entire tour.
But it is also a fact that he is not a seasoned
professional. Had he been he could have saved
the show. Shame. But sometimes, that's the way
the bongos bingle.
Good Luck
Paul Barrett

Working in London's West End is an advantage to
me in that our monthly meet-up is normally only
within 10 minutes walking distance from my BT
habitat in Drury Lane. As arranged I met up with
Martin McClure who trekked in from Luton, and
we had a swift drink with a couple of work
colleagues before a hastened walk to the toy,
oops, I mean the Model Zone shop next to 203
Holborn High Street. Remember this address
folks since above this store will be my next BT
abode later this year.

As you know, 'Tales From The Woods' reviewers
tell it how they see it but point taken. Let’s see
how he progresses. - H

On checking out the wonderful display of "00"
gauge Class 8P locomotives complete with
tenders at an average price of £700, Martin
identified several from his train spotting days,
particularly the LMS Princess Marie Louise 6206
in black, the Princess Royal 46200 in BR green
and the red LMS Princess Elizabeth 620l. I
mention this since I am aware quite a few readers
still have an interest in the bygone days of steam.
Talking of transport Martin also showed me a
photo of the magnificent full size 1954 Bedford
truck he had just bought and driven, much to
Marie's delight!

Dear Sir,
Would you please refrain from sending out my
copy of your highly addictive magazine so that I
receive it on a Saturday morning, as has been the
case with the last couple of issues. I find myself
spending virtually the entire weekend sitting at
home perusing ‘Tales From The Woods’
thoroughly when I should be out socializing or
doing something worthwhile such as visiting the
local supermarket and launderette. Having studied
the entire mag from cover to cover in a day or so I
then have to suffer from withdrawal symptoms for
a full month before my next Woody fix arrives in
the post.

Anyway a short stroll to St. Martins Lane, and a
quick look around the adjoining record shop next
to the pub concluded the exercise for the evening,
and it was good to see that upon arrival at The
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Salisbury, Tony W, Martyn Harvey and others had
already secured seats. Of course it was ironical
that Ed. had to issue a TFTW amendment
confirming the correct address of the pub but at
the same time printed the incorrect name as the
Marquis of Salisbury. (Memory never was his
strong point – H). A few years ago, possibly the
last time we met up in this pub, Dave Webb
organised a mass visit to the Cambridge Theatre
for the brilliant Great Balls Of Fire show, and
again there was more confusion with several Jerry
Lee fans waiting in the wrong pub! Not that I like
to criticise but pubs of this ilk are my worse
nightmare, crowded, smelly and noisy but in this
case a good rendezvous point for Chinatown.

conversation was "Hello and goodbye" in one
breath!
At 8.30 Keith W. kicked butt and 13 of us headed
of to Chinatown to see who could find a Chinese
restaurant first. Which reminds me that in the
USA I think I won all the points from Mr. Angry in
always seeing the sea first! I digress; apparently
our usual eatery had gone to the great wok in the
sky, but somebody nominated upstairs at the Wun
Hun Lo restaurant where 12 of us actually sat
down. The 13th, Barry Gamblin, disappeared
muttering something religiously about The Last
Supper, he was actually looking for a cash
machine, I had drawn him a picture of one but he
still failed to return.

TFTWoodies are identified by the carrying of CD
size plastic bags, and Martyn volunteered to
exhibit his wares, producing several CDs
purchased at very little cost from a stall outside
Goodge Street; well done that man. Latching on
to Al, we both reminisced about our appointment
38 years ago at the American Embassy where we
were due to receive authorisation for admission to
see Carl Perkins at the Lakenheath USAF base;
did anybody see any of those US Service shows,
Johnny Cash perhaps? A few acquaintance
names cropped up in our chat and maybe Ed. will
resurrect a "Where Are They Now" column; if so,
I'll forward a few. As always it was great to see
Bernard Donovan who had come across from
Wales specifically for the meet-up and John
Howard's "Field" bash on Sunday. Bernard
travelled with us for a first time trip to the States
and is, no doubt, a possible contender for a return
visit next year. Bernard was a live music fanatic
long before Rock’n’Roll, and is probably the most
travelled out of all of us when it comes to
overnight gigs; bend his ear when you get the
chance.

I was invited to sit at the beer only table, not that I
really have the taste for beer or wine, but I was
surprised that the booze was not purchased and
paid for in advance, I thought this was the way
forward as suggested by John Howard at Jimmy
the Greek's, everybody there that night thought it
was an excellent and fair idea! Anyway both tables
ordered the same set meal at £16.50 a head and
it was certainly value for money. Toasts were
made to the current deceased, including Elizabeth
Welsh, Mickey Most, Gregory Peck and sadly,
Sam Phillips. During a rare spate of reminiscing,
Nick Cobham named the female in the '50s radio
series "Meet the Huggets" as Kathleen Harrison,
and somebody mentioned Molly Weir who may
have been in "Life of Bliss" or was it "Life with the
Lyons". On the wealthy table there was also
interesting discussion concerning Soulboy's
apparently beefed up torso, although I believe I
heard Brain say that it is an optical illusion
because Jon's head had shrunk in a recent
rainstorm (must have been some time ago!).
Interesting to note that apart from Brian Bunter
there could have only been about 18 months age
difference between most of the other 11 gluttons.
Keep together guys, we need you!

Eventually I secured a seat with Martyn Harvey
and we managed to catch up on a few things,
being it was our first meet up since my USA
holiday in May. Martyn was to have joined us on
holiday but quit when numbers reduced due to the
possible invasion of the USA by Iraq. We both
work for BT, although by the time you read this
Martyn would have retired, as I will next year. (At
the speed the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board works, you may have retired too by the time
this gets into print – H). Neil Foster, you are quite
welcomed to my job if you can hold out for a
further 10 months! Unfortunately my department
is full of mainly attractive single young ladies and
discussions about the good old days refers to the
early ‘90s (and I mean the 1990s), could you
stand it? Anyway, with such a good turn out of 20
attendees, but with only a maximum of 2.5 hours
in the pub to chat with everybody, this works out
only to about 7 minutes per person, so apologies
yet again to those where my maximum

The beer drinker's tab including tip was £23,
making my half-pint of lager £4.50, and I believe
the jet set paid £28. I always assume the final
price, when ordering bottles, will be approximately
twice the menu price, so no severe complaints
here. So, at 11.15 we paid the piper, bid the
cordial adieus and headed home. Unfortunately
the country's finest expert on all things British
(skiffle and Rock’n’Roll), plus valve radio
programmes expert (UK & USA) and my London
chauffeur - the mighty Darren Vidler was not
present, and how I suffered! At Leicester Square
tube station an announcement declared Piccadilly
Line northbound service was severely disrupted
and heavily suggested we should find alternative
means of travel. I therefore rode west, changed
on to the Victoria Line, headed back north to
Finsbury Park, then waited 25 minutes for a main
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line puffer, and arrived home an hour later than
normal (1.15am), come back Darren all is
forgiven! Tony Papard says he fancies a Greek
so how about it next time folks, who knows a good
restaurant??

band and issued, in 1997, an album entitled "From
The Inside Out". Establishing a good reputation
over the next two or three years, he was seen
performing at the Chicago Blues Festival in 2000
by Bruce Iglauer and was signed to Alligator soon
after. The same team behind "Make It Rain" are
present on this new release, Michael is
accompanied by Vasti Jackson on rhythm guitar,
Ernest Williamson on keyboards, David Smith on
bass, Steve Potts on drums, and Billy Gibson
providing some harmonica on a couple of toons.
The opener, "All Your Affection Is Gone" is nice
and punchy, Burks' guitar style is very much like
Albert King (not surprisingly as he totes a Flying
V) and his voice is not unlike Buddy Guy, which
can't be bad. "One More Chance", and the title
track have a funky feel to them and "Miss Mercy"
with its swampy, Tony Joe White-like ambience, is
a standout track. The slow blues items "Time I
Came In" and "I Hope He's Worth My Pain" are
well played and nicely atmospheric, and "Snake
Eggs", a solo performance by Burks, also hits the
spot. All 12 tracks are of a high quality and worth
a listen. Hope this talented cat can make it over to
the UK sometime in the future.

Don't forget good reader, if you enjoyed Muffin
The Mule (legal in the '50s), (and recently restored
to full legality; see banner last issue – H)
Prudence Kitten, Billy Bean and his rather dubious
machine, and remembered that Mr. Grove's
profession was a builder, YOUR presence is
required at any of the famous TFTW meet-ups,
dining is an option. Over to the next Meet-Up
reviewer….
Ken Major
Nick Cobban reviews the end of August meet
up next issue









C.D. REVIEWS
Hi there,
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Various Artistes - Rock'n'Roll Radio;
Australia 1957 - Rockstar RSR CD 022
Razzle Dazzle (Bill Haley and his Comets) At Your
Beck And Call/The Great Pretender (The Platters)
Go Go Go (Freddie Bell and the Bellboys) Rock
Around The Clock (Bill Haley and his Comets)
Lotta Lovin'/Bebop A Lula (Gene Vincent and the
Blue Caps) Lucille (Little Richard) Whole Lotta
Shakin' Goin' On (Eddie Cochran) Long Tall Sally
(Little Richard)

Michael Burks - I Smell Smoke - Alligator
ALCD 4892
All Your Affection Is Gone | One More Chance | I
Smell Smoke | Time I Came In Out Of The Rain |
Hard Love | Miss Mercy | Let The Door Knob Hit
You | Lie To Me | Willing To Crawl | I Hope He's
Worth My Pain | Good Man, Bad Thing | Snake
Eggs

A major slice of
Rock’n’Roll
history
here, no doubt about
it. 1957 was the year
that live Rock’n’Roll
came to Australia, first
with a package tour in
January featuring Bill
Haley
and
the
Comets, the Platters,
Freddie Bell and the
Bellboys, Big Joe Turner and Lavern Baker, then
in October featuring Little Richard, Gene Vincent
and the Blue Caps, Eddie Cochran and a girl
touted as the female Elvis, Alis Lesley (where are
you now?). Both tours were promoted by the
legendary Lee Gordon, and the Antipodean Kats
'n' Kittens just lapped it up; the troupe on the
January tour played to over 7,000 people in
Newcastle, and to 20,000 in Brisbane, as Adam
Komorowski's excellent notes tell us. There was
much rioting throughout the October tour; again
Adam gives us an interesting insight into what
actually happened.

A hot new one here
from Bruce Iglauer's
Alligator label, it's
the second CD from
Michael Burks, the
first being 2001's
"Make It Rain" (as I
sit here typing this,
in 90 degree heat, I
bloody
wish
it
would).
Originally
from Milwaukee, Burks moved South with his
family to Camden, Arkansas, and soaked up a lot
of the blues sounds heard in that area. Michael
became a pretty decent guitarist in no time and
the mid-‘90s found him working with Chick "Stoop
Down Baby" Willis, during a weekend visit to
Atlanta and, on returning to Camden, he formed a
20

Anyhow, two radio shows, one from each tour,
were taped for posterity and, happily for us, have
survived. These are fronted by the bright 'n'
breezy Jack Davey, a huge radio star in Australia
at the time. His show was sponsored by the oil
company Ampol, and ran for just under half an
hour. In addition to the songs listed above we are
treated to the (very) odd interview and a period
advert or two.

The Upsetters – La Cienega LACGA 702
Jay Walking | Upsetter | Mama Loochie | Upsetter
Rock | Bip Bop Bip | Call His Name | Every Night
About This Time | I'm In Love Again | Hatti Malatti
| The Strip | A Girl In Every City | Wake Up |
Baldhead Baby | My Girl Across Town | Oh Little
Girl | The Shimmy | Hot Peppers | Pigtails and
Blue Jeans | So Tired | I’m Pleading Just For You |
If You Don’t Want Me No More | My Darling |
’Tater Machine | Take It Home To Grandma |
Baby Baby | I Don't Want To Lose Her | Let's Get
A Thing Going

To the music, then, and January's show features
only Haley, Bell, and the Platters; I assume it's
Tony Williams singing on "The Great Pretender",
his voice doesn't seem to have the power and
vibrancy associated with him (jet lag?). Haley's
contributions are OK; the version of "Razzle
Dazzle" is unique in that Rudy Pompilli takes a
solo spot instead of Franny Beecher. Freddie Bell
and the Bellboys romp through a version of the
Treniers’ “Go Go Go", a song never professionally
recorded by our Fred.

Best known as Little Richard's road band between
1955-57, the Upsetters were a dynamic outfit who
between 1957 and 1961 cut a series of records
released under their own name, that for the most
part, are of a high musical standard, and most of
these are featured on this splendid release from
La Cienega. Some songs find the Upsetters
(whose core members were saxmen Grady
Gaines and Clifford Burks, guitarist Nathaniel
Douglas, bassist Olsie Robinson and drummer
Charles Connor) behind stars (Richard) or starsto-be, so let's check these out first.

Coming forward ten months, the thought of Little
Richard, Eddie Cochran, and Gene Vincent on
one bill at their performing best, literally causes
one to salivate madly. Gene's performances with
what for me was the classic Blue Cap line-up
(Johnny Meeks, Bobby Jones, Dickie Harrell, Paul
Peek and Tommy Facenda) are terrific, and it's
good to hear "Bebop A Lula” played at pretty
much the same tempo as the original studio cut,
as opposed to the treacle-slow treatment of later
years. Poor ol’ Jack finds interviewing Gene and
Eddie heavy going, and Richard is, well, just
Richard.

The earliest track in the set, "Call His Name", was
recorded in 1954 in, of all places, Nashville, by
blues singer Christine Kittrell and originally issued,
I believe, on Republic. Some years back
controversy raged over whether young Richard
Penniman was a backing singer on this recording;
Richard has steadfastly denied any involvement.
Ah well, you makes up yer own mind, guv'nor. "Bip
Bop Bip", a manic, Richard-like pastiche, was the
debut record for young Don Covay, (or "Pretty
Boy" as he was credited on the original Atlantic
release). "Oh Little Girl", another ditty influenced
by the Georgia Peach, is by the vocallychameleonic Dee Clark, a superb mid tempo
shuffier. Larry Birdsong's excruciating vocal ruins
"My Darling", "If You Don't Want Me No More" and
"I'm Pleading Just For You". After a few bars of
singing I was pleading for him to belt up.

Richard's two songs are, for me, the cream of the
crop; many of you will no doubt have heard a
snatch of "Long Tall Sally" on the 70th Birthday
tribute show on Radio 2 just before Christmas, but
to hear a complete version by Little Richard, with
the Upsetters, live on air in 1957, is truly
something to behold. Magic. Of course, it was
during this tour that Mr. Penniman first decided to
withdraw from show business and, indeed, during
his interview with Davey, he makes his intentions
clear. Interesting to hear Eddie C covering the
recent smasheroo by the hot new kid on the block,
Jerry Lee Lewis; the Upsetters back Eddie on a
song that was never cut in the studio by the "long
legged picker from Oklahoma City" and they do a
good job but one can't help but wonder what
would have happened had the Kelly Four been
behind Eddie.

The Upsetters' former boss is heard on a
sneakily-made tribute to the Fat Man, during his
first religious conversion, but, my oh my, what an
incredible double-sider. "I'm In Love Again" and
"Every Night About This Time" definitely rate
among Richard's finest recordings, but they still
remain undeservedly obscure. Of the songs solely
featuring the Upsetters, the best for most people
would be those that have Lee Diamond as
vocalist; I first heard "Hatti Malatti" on Mike
Raven's Radio One show in the late '60s; many
readers will have heard it earlier than that on "The
Sue Story Vol.2". Leonardo Carbo sings on the
slow blues "Baby Baby" and on "I Don't Want To
Lose Her", a clone of the Spiders’ "I Didn't Want
To Do It". "Take It Home To Grandma", sung by
Lester Robinson, has a nice New Orleans feel to

So, to summarize, an interesting CD with some
great musical moments; Not one to play
incessantly, but one to enjoy now and again. And
not a sign of Rolf Harris, though it's entirely
possible that he was in the audience, wobbling
along. Stay off the four X, Bunter. Oh, speaking of
Upsetters...
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it, while the instrumentals "Jay Walker", "Upsetter"
and "The Strip" all make good "strolling" material.
Lester Robinson is also heard on the excellent
rocker "My Girl Across Town", a little beauty that
one, and "Upsetter Rock" is virtually Duane Eddy's
"Ramrod' in all but name.

(O.K.,maybe except for "Too Young"; but Jerry
himself isn't at fault here, it's the Latin-type
arrangement; had the song been recorded in a
slow country-style tempo, it may well have joined
this 20). Anyway, hope you agree with the
selection.

A great collection this; apart from the principal
members of the Upsetters there's some nifty
playing from, among others, Edgar Blanchard, Milt
Hopkins and Thomas Hartwell. An essential buy
for R&B fans and especially for Richard Penniman
completists.
1) MEAN WOMAN BLUES This first surfaced on
a Sun EP in the States but when '50s teens in
Britain flipped over their copy of the Number One
smash "Great Balls Of Fire" on London HLS 8529,
there it was. I first heard this at a school friend’s
house in East Ham in about 1965, it was my
introduction to the musical world of Jerry Lee
Lewis. After I wore out the B-side of Frank
Collard's mum's 78, I got into "Great Balls" and
thereafter, thanks to my cousin's EPs, "Whole
Lotta Shakin", "High School Confidential", etc.
Elvis, of course, first recorded this Claude De
Metrieus song as part of the "Loving You"
soundtrack as a punchy, mid-tempo blues, but
Lewis transforms it into a rockin, rollin' thing of joy.
Who cares if he forgets most of the lyrics? It's an
individual interpretation, one that certainly
attracted the attention of Presley; Jerry often tells
the story of how Elvis, one path-crossing time,
wanted to "kill" Jerry, laughingly telling him "You
took my song!" Simply a magnificent Rock’n’Roll
record, with stellar support from (probably) Jay W.
Brown, and Jimmy Van Eaton, on bass and
drums.
2) LEWIS BOOGIE Jerry didn't write many songs,
he was primarily an interpreter of songwriters’
material, like Elvis. He sure wrote "Lewis Boogie"
though, a perfect tribute to a man who can make
you shake, make you do it till you break. This was
originally the B-side (a B-side???) of "The Return
Of Jerry Lee" in the States in 1958; we had to wait
some six years for the privilege of hearing this
cracker, on a single with "Bonnie B" as the flipside (HLS 9867)
3) HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL. Original
copies of "Confidential" tell us that MGM recording
artist Ron Hargrave, of “Latch On” fame, co-wrote
this rockin’ goodie. Oh no he didn't, said Jerry.
Whatever, it's a song one can only associate with
the Pumping Piano Man; it's a perfect example of
real, true, down-to-earth, go-gittin' Rock’n’Roll;
Jerry, Roland Janes, and Jimmy Van Eaton are
the only musicians present; the fact that such a
full sound was achieved was purely down to the
fact that the late Sam Phillips was one of the
finest producers in Rock’n’Roll (mind you, let's
give the great Jack Clement maximum credit too).

"My Top 20" - Jerry Lee Lewis
To think that Jerry Lee Lewis will reach the age of
68 on the 29th of this month simply beggars
belief, but, neighbours, that's a guaranteed fact.
With so many great Rock’n’Rollers come and
gone, (many of these Jerry's friends and
contemporaries) it makes one wonder if Jerry Lee
is genuinely indestructible; certainly no one in the
field of Rock’n’Roll has had more fun, more
tragedy, and possibly more hospital treatment (he
has come close to death once or twice), but
happily for us all, he keeps hangin' in like Gunga
Din.

Everyone has their own view of Jerry Lee Lewis in
a musical sense, but I have always thought of
Jerry as a piano player who sings Rock’n’Roll,
who sings country, who sings gospel (he always
has been a religious-minded, spiritual person),
who sings blues, but every song is performed in
his own unique style. He’s one of those select few
performers, only a few bars into a song and you
instantly recognize the artist. Jerry considers
himself a stylist and that's about right; if the piano
can be considered a Rock’n’Roll instrument at all
it's because of the Killer.
Bringing back the "Top 20" idea once again, I'd
like to choose my all- time favourites from over
Jerry's career. And that's hard, because virtually
every recorded song by Jerry is enjoyable.
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Many JLL fans will know of the many alternate
takes of this song released on various collections;
my favourite is the one that first appeared on
Charly's "Ferriday Fireball" CD in 1986, where
Jerry lulls the tempo a la "Whole Lotta Shakin’”
before storming back for a power-driven last
chorus.
4) DEEP ELEM BLUES. This stunning track from
late '56/early'57 lust appeared on one of the
Shelby Singleton collections in the very late '60s
over here and, on hearing it, I fell in love with it
straight away. The song was first recorded by the
Shelton Bros, who also had the first hit recording
of "Just Because" back in the '30s.Some great
guitar fill-ins by Roland Boy, and J.W. and Jimmy
Van keep things chugging away nicely.
5) I COULD NEVER BE ASHAMED OF YOU. Bside to the wonderful version of Chuck's "Little
Queenie" (HLS 8993). My favourite country
performance of Jerry Lee's and a side fairly
brimming over in beauty. And how about that
piano solo! Originally popularised by Hank
Williams, of course, whose songs were always
great in the hands of Jerry, "You Win Again" being
a classic example.
6) YOU WIN AGAIN. Y'see?? B-side to "Great
Balls" in the U.S., and London unleashed it on
"Jerry Lee Lewis No. 1 " (RE-S 1140) in
November '58.
7) BONNIE B. We first heard this Charles
Underwood composition on the flip of "Lewis
Boogie" (see 2) three years after our friends
across the pond. Great track with Roland's guitar
riff echoing Billy Butter's memorable introduction
to Bill Doggett's "Honky Tonk".
8) KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF OF IT. Alternatively
referred to as "Birthday Cake", this blues
drenched in double-entendre first appeared on a
Zu-Zazz album some fifteen or so years ago. Cut
in January '60, it rocks like the clappers. Has
suggestive lyrics. Send Granny out of the room.
9) THE HOLE HE SAID HE'D DIG FOR ME. A
criminally neglected ballad from the pen of Z.Z.
Zillon and Mary F. Turner marks the first of the
Smash choices. This was the B-side to "She Was
My Baby" in the States and I believe the song
made its debut on the Mercury album "I'm On
Fire" (1969) over here. A super, polished country
piece that deserves to be more widely heard.
10) MONEY. With a plodding yet powerful backing
from the Nashville Teens, Jerry Lee gives his all
on the Barrett Strong classic, a highlight from
what is, as far as I'm concerned, the greatest live
album ever to be issued, certainly in the
Rock’n’Roll field; 1964's "Live At The Star Club,
Hamburg", it's as essential to you as food and
drink.
11) WHAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
12) TO MAKE LOVE SWEETER FOR YOU.
Classic country from 1968. In round about 1964
Jerry put together the Memphis Beats and in
round about 1966 guitar and fiddle man Kenneth

Lovelace was brought in and soon became
bandleader, a role he assumes to this day.
Following the initial "fall” in '58, Jerry constantly
gigged and made top-quality records with little or
no commercial success; then, on hearing that his
country sides had attracted more attention lately
than the rockers, he and producer Jerry Kennedy
decided to go all out for the country charts in
'67/'68. That they succeeded in achieving a huge
run of hits in the country field from'68 to about '72
is due to Kennedy's ability to pick the right
material and Jerry being the superb singer and
pianist that he is; a perfect combination.
"Milwaukee" is my personal pick of the hits;
Lovelace's fiddle fills on this track are top-notch.
The first time I clearly remember seeing Jerry on
British TV was on ATV's "Tom Jones Show" in
'69, when "To Make Love Sweeter" was issued as
a single and Lewis performed it on the show.
Another highly under-rated song.
13) YOU BELONG TO ME
14) I'M SO LONESOME I COULD CRY. Country
class. Jerry gives a flawless rendition of the Jo
Stafford hit from 1952, and as for "I'm So
Lonesome", wow! Ol' Hank would've been proud.
Just beautiful.
15) WORKIN' MAN BLUES. By 1970 not only
were Jerry's records released on the main
Mercury label, but commercially he was at the
peak of his success. The “She Even Woke Me Up
To Say Goodbye” album contained not only an
excellent rendition of Ivory Joe Hunter's "Since I
Met You Baby", but this beauty written by Merle
Haggard. A fair ol' rockin' groove is stoked for this
one, great stuff.
16) ME AND BOBBY MCGEE. I would imagine
that this would rate highly in the Top 10/20 of most
Lewis fans; certainly I could never bring myself to
listen to any other version of Kris Kristofferson's
song since the first time I heard it in 1971. It
seems to underline Jerry's belief that "a song can
be good, but can't be great until I cut it".
17) DRINKIN' WINE. An important song in Jerry
Lee's performing career; this Stick McGhee hit
was the first song performed by the Killer at the
Ford dealership in Ferriday, Louisiana in 1949. He
recorded it quite frequently while at Sun but this
version, recorded for the legendary "London
Session" album of 1973, remains the definitive
cut, the last word on the subject. Great guitar work
from Alvin Lee on this; the London album is a
great favourite with fans.
18) MIDDLE AGE CRAZY. Sonny Throckmorton's
wry look at a forty-something extrovert with the
mind of someone twenty years younger was, in
1977, Jerry's first hit in a while. Neither it nor the
album from which it came saw release in the U.K.
By the way, I'm 45 years old. Middle age, maybe.
Crazy? Ermmm… I'll leave that to you.
19) ROCKIN' MY LIFE AWAY.
20) NUMBER ONE LOVIN' MAN. By 1978 Jerry
Lee's records weren't selling as they once did and
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early in 1979 he signed with the forward-thinking
Elektra label and that summer Elektra issued, to
many, the last truly classic Jerry Lee Lewis album.
With a line-up of James Burton on lead guitar,
Ken Lovelace and Tim May on guitars, David
Parlato on bass and Hal Blaine on drums, Jerry
couldn't miss, and he didn't. Mack Vickery's
"Rockin' My Life Away", and Jim Cottengim's
"Number One Lovin' Man" are the highspots for
me; check out the piano solo on the latter, and
wonder if anyone could possibly replicate it.
LAST WORD
Jerry recorded two further albums for Elektra, both
good, but maybe lacking the power and passion of
that magical first. Jerry signed with MCA in 1982
and two again good but perhaps over-produced
albums, "My Fingers Do The Talkin"' and "I Am
What I Am" resulted. "Rocket", on Bellaphon,
appeared in '87, and, apart from the “Great Balls
Of Fire” soundtrack album of 1989, that was pretty
much it until in 1994 the Killer got together with
producer Andy Paley and God knows how many
musicians to create the "Young Blood" album, one
that it seems Jerry's not too fond of, but I thought
it was fine, even if Paley's production is somewhat
heavy-handed at times. The latest news, it
appears, is that Jerry entered Sam Phillips'
Madison Avenue studios in Memphis in February
to record a number of songs for a projected
album; who knows, there could be some potential
classics among them. The Killer ain't through yet
baby! I'm sure I speak for everyone when I say;
thank you Jerry Lee for the music in the past and
the music yet to come. Happy Birthday and Keep
Rockin'!

Your shaky correspondent is in the centre of the
front row, and I married the second girl on my left
the following summer, in case anyone is
interested.
However … the main event this month was, of
course, 29th September 1935, when, to my mind,
the world’s greatest musical entertainer was born
in Ferriday, Louisiana. Yep, drink a toast to Jerry
Lee Lewis on the occasion of his sixty-eighth
birthday. Many happy returns Killer – long may
you reign as the King of the shakin’ keyboard.
Now to another piano man, and one who may
possibly have influenced the teenage Jerry Lee a
little in the early fifties. Twenty-sixth September
commemorates what would have been the
eightieth birthday of Merrill E Moore who sadly
passed away on 14th June 2000.
I first became aware of him through the late Max
Needham’s Quest For Merrill Moore campaign in
the music press of the late sixties. As a result of
Waxie Maxie’s efforts two wonderfully titled
albums were issued on the Ember label – Bellyful
Of Blue-Thunder and Rough-House 88 –
containing the cream of the crop from Moore’s
Capitol era spanning 1952 to 1958.
Merrill Everett Moore was born on the family farm
near Algona, Iowa, where he began to study piano
at the age of eight, taking lessons from his
Sunday school teacher. With Freddie Slack as a
major influence and with a nod to the western
swing sound of Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys
Moore turned professional on reaching 18, and
joined the Chuck Hall Band before being drafted
into the US navy. On demob he wed his high
school sweetheart Doris Cooper, and they often
performed as a duo early in their marriage.

Bibliophile Bunter
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By 1948 Moore could be found playing with the
Western Rangers at the Copper Kettle in San
Diego, and the following year he hooked up with
the Saddle, Rock and Rhythm Boys at a couple of
joints owned by Jimmy Kennedy. It was Kennedy
who introduced Moore to Ken Nelson of Capitol
Records for whom he cut his first recordings on
12th May 1952.
Apart from his Capitol sessions which garnered
such gems as House Of Blue Lights, Buttermilk
Baby, Down The Road A Piece and Red Light, his
only other recording date was held at Hollywood’s
Harmony Recording Studios for the B & C label on
4th March 1969.
After just two previous UK visits – the first
Wembley Country Music Festival that same year,
and the T & C 2 at Highbury Corner in 1991 – it
was a pleasure to witness his powerful
performance at Hemsby 21 in October 1998.

Here’s a thirty one year old picture from my
scrapbook, taken at one of our regular rocking
Friday nights at the ‘Footballers’ in Nelson, Lancs.
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It was difficult to believe that this dapper gent in
his Stetson hat and bow-tie was seventy five years
of age.

The Great British R & B
Festival

His voice may not have been as strong as it once
was, but boy did he tickle those ivories on the
instrumental Sweet Jenny Lee. Backed by the
reliable Rimshots he ran through a dozen of his
familiar numbers in swinging boogie style. Clearly
enjoying himself, I recall a rollicking Rock RockOla as being particularly exciting. His between
song patter was negligible – Mr Moore let his
fingers do the talking and enchanted the Hemsby
crowd.

Colne 22-25 August 2003
Once again the sun mainly shone on an estimated
60,000 revellers at this East Lancashire Bank
Holiday carnival. The first American visitor to
grace the International Stage at the Municipal Hall
on the Friday evening was young clean cut Sean
Costello from Atlanta making his UK debut. He
started his set with a sparkling version of Robert
Ward’s ‘Your Love Is Amazing’, and a lovely
‘Lonely Lonely Nights’ also featured in between
some original material. A polished performer,
Costello displays feeling in his cool clear voice
and is also a guitarist of some substance, playing
confidently without being loud and flashy.

For the complete run-down on Merrill’s Capitol
career get hold of the 44 track Bear Family double
CD Boogie My Blues Away.
The Record Mirror Top Twenty
September 1957 looked like this:

for

21st
Saturday saw Big Moe and Jolly Jumper from Hell
in Norway with the Bootlegger Blues Band sitting
and playing in relaxed mode. Moe impressed on
guitar while Jumper proved to be an admirable
harmonica player on a nice selection of mainly
pre-war material. Harmonica was also the forte of
Doug Jay whose band the Blue Jays featured a
superb lead guitarist on a terrific take of Muddy’s
‘She’s Nineteen Years Old’.

1.
Travellin’ Light – Cliff Richard (Columbia)
2.
Mack The Knife – Bobby Darin (London)
3.
‘Til I Kissed You – The Everly Brothers
(London)
4.
Sea Of Love – Marty Wilde (Philips)
5.
Three Bells – The Browns (RCA)
6.
Here Comes Summer – Jerry Keller
(London)
7.
Only Sixteen – Craig Douglas (Top Rank)
8.
Makin’ Love – Floyd Robinson (RCA)
9.
Red River Rock – Johnny and The
Hurricanes (London)
10.
Livin’ Doll – Cliff Richard (Columbia)
11.
Broken Hearted Melody – Sarah Vaughan
(Mercury)
12.
Mona Lisa – Conway Twitty (MGM)
13.
High Hopes – Frank Sinatra (Capitol)
14.
Just A Little Too Much – Ricky Nelson
(London)
15.
Peggy Sue Got Married – Buddy Holly
(Coral)
16.
Forty Miles Of Bad Road – Duane Eddy
(London)
17.
Someone – Johnny Mathis (Fontana)
18.
Lonely Boy – Paul Anka (Columbia)
19.
China Tea – Russ Conway (Columbia)
20.
Mr Blue – Mike Preston (Decca)

The headliner, Sweden’s Sven Zetterberg lived up
to his reputation as a blue-eyed soul singer. With
superb backing from Knock Out Greg & Blue
Weather songs from the likes of James Carr,
Tyrone Davis (‘Can I Change My Mind’), Ann
Peebles (‘The Handwriting’s On The Wall’) and
Albert King (‘Have You Told Me Lately’) rolled
seemingly effortlessly off his tongue.
On Sunday I attended a wedding celebration in
nearby North Yorkshire, unfortunately missing the
Jive Aces who a couple of people I spoke to rated
as the best act up to that point. However, I
returned to witness the end of Marcus Malone’s
high energy act, which was followed by Texas’
Lightnin’ Willie & The Poorboys (who included a
harmonica player from Ipswich!). They were in top
form, dishing up a solid blend of bluesy
Rock’n’Roll including their own ‘Take A Little
Walk’ and ‘Looking Out My Window’ plus Muddy’s
‘Long Distance Call’ and ‘I Can’t Be Satisfied’.
With guitar virtuoso Willie, the harp blower and
bass player making a foray into the auditorium
they certainly thrilled the crowd.

For all you fans of Andy Kershaw’s Radio 3
programme please note that it is changing from
10.15pm on Fridays to Sunday nights as from
21st September – not sure if the time remains the
same – so tune in to find out.

Scotland’s finest Blues And Trouble performed
half a dozen numbers in some style before
bringing on the indomitable Lazy Lester who
continues to frustrate but still entertains in his own
inimitable way. Commencing on acoustic guitar
accompanied only by B & T’s electric guitarist, the
spellbinding ‘Blues Stop Knocking At My Door’
was followed by ‘Your Cheating Heart’! Three

Walter Mitty Wilkinson
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further numbers followed with Lester still on guitar,
this time with full band backing, including ‘I Made
Up My Mind’. Finally he switched to harmonica
and blasted his way through Jimmy Rogers’
‘That’s All Right’ and his own ‘Sugar Coated Love’
and ‘If You Think I’ve Lost You’. Brought back for
an encore he reverted to guitar just when he’d got
his audience going crazy for more of his wonderful
harp blowing.
On the final night Dana Gillespie’s expressive
voice wove its spell on ‘St. Louis Blues’ sung at
the correct tempo (most bands try to do it too darn
fast!). The upbeat ‘Sweet Tooth’ from her latest
CD ‘Staying Power’ sounded more than
satisfactory, as did the slow ‘Big Daddy Blues’ and
an excellent work out on Willie Dixon’s ‘Spoonful’.
Her grand band featured Matt Schofield on guitar
and Dino Baptiste on keyboard.







The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

Nine Below Zero are still a decent British rocking
blues outfit led by Denis Greaves and Mark ‘The
Harp’ Feltham, and their stint included ‘Ridin’ On
The L & N’, Otis Rush’s ‘Homework’, ‘Hit The
Road Jack’ and ‘On The Road Again’. Savoy
Brown remain fronted by Kim Simmonds on
Gibson Flying V. Unfortunately even a sensational
solo from pianist Bob Hall on ‘Feelin’ Good’
couldn’t save it from entering heavy metal
territory, and ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On’
descended in the same direction. Colne faves
King Pleasure & The Biscuit Boys wound the
whole thing down for another year, starting with ‘I
Said It And I’m Glad’, but as it was past midnight
by that time I didn’t hang around to hear much
more.

Phone: Swedish code + 46 034067 5050
E-MAIL: berglind@ithuser-varberg.com

For Cool Cats and Shabby
Tabbies
Paul Barrett

Away from the main stage, on one of my
excursions to the Benedictine Super Roadhouse, I
just caught the close of Bad Town Blues’ act.
They roared their way through ‘The Blues Had A
Baby And They Called It Rock & Roll’ which
featured great piano, harmonica and guitar solos,
and an up tempo rendition of ‘Everyday I Have
The Blues’. Sorry I didn’t see more guys, but I’ll
look out for you back here in East London. At the
same venue the Uptown Band ran through a
selection of soul classics such as ‘Soul Man’,
‘Sweet Soul Music’ and ‘My Girl’ with panache.

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

As always Walter Mitty’s Head went a down storm
at the two Roadhouse Sessions I attended.
Numbers performed included ‘Heart Attack &
Vine’, ‘Somebody’s Gonna Get Their Head Kicked
In Tonight’, The Bishops’ ‘Some Good Guys Don’t
Wear White’, The Meteors’ ‘Shout So Loud’, The
Flamin’ Groovies’ ‘Teenage Head’ and their own
‘Can’t Stop’.

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

Thanks are due to organiser Gary Hood and his
crew for yet another rip-roaring Colnefest.
Lee Wilkinson
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF
THE ROCK’N’ROLL
KIND

have let him in this article!). Once again I was in a
draughty phone box and when I rang him at his
Liverpool hotel, he was good enough to ring me
back and answer my questions very patiently.
He was totally different some years later when
being interviewed by one of our writers, Jim
Newcombe, at Allinson’s Club in Litherland,
Liverpool. Jim had just asked him whether he
would be staying in California permanently and he
said yes. Then, suddenly, he looked at me with
real hostility and said sharply, “What’s so funny,
Mr Foster?” I was amazed, as I had said nothing,
but perhaps he misinterpreted an expression on
my face. It was an uncomfortable moment and I
was glad when the interview was over.

by Neil Foster
I suppose that today the plethora of
Rock’n’Roll/Rockabilly/R&B/Doo-wop
groups
appearing at the Hemsby weekenders has led to
some fans being a little blasé about people who
were once just names on singles or LP’s but it
wasn’t like that thirty years ago when the VRRAS
and “Not Fade Away” started. Here are just a few
of the people we interviewed or met informally,
usually for the first time ever.
One of the biggest thrills for me was seeing FATS
DOMINO at Hammersmith Palais in 1979. Fats
always puts on a good show as he has had the
sense to make sure that New Orleans musicians
always back him. At the end of the show, he
strolled onto the stage wearing a white mac and in
his usual friendly, modest way, mentioned that he
was soon releasing a new LP and perhaps we
would be interested in it.

I shall never forget interviewing CHARLIE
GRACIE at the Royalty theatre (along with my
friend and rockabilly expert, Dave Hunter). He
was one of the nicest people I have ever met and
proved it by sending me Christmas cards for the
next few years and he also sent me a unique
photo of him with Eddie Cochran in 1957.

I couldn’t get through the milling mass of
autograph-hunters outside the theatre but I
decided to position myself away from them and
take a photo of him as he sat in his car (or, rather
his manager’s car, a small British model). As he
flashed past, I took a photo and was overjoyed
when it came out so well – Fats Domino waving to
ME! (There was no-one else around so I felt
justified in a bit of egotistical one-upmanship.)

I asked Charlie whether
Cameo paid him royalties and
he replied diplomatically, "To
a degree." Then Dave moved
on to his work on the Roulette
label and asked him directly,
"Was Roulette owned by the
Mafia?" Charlie's face froze,
the smile vanished, and he said in a flat voice,
"Have you got another question?" We decided not
to pursue the matter! (And we deleted the
question from the printed interview.) As everyone
knows now, Roulette was run by the Mafia and
both Ronnie Hawkins and Buddy Knox have
confirmed this.

Fats waving (proof of the above statement)
In the very early ‘70s, I had messed up several
opportunities for interviews because of my lack of
knowledge; this was long before the flood of wellresearched books, articles and magazines on
Rock’n’Roll artists. I had once actually spoken on
the phone to NORMAN PETTY, during a stay in
Liverpool, but did not know enough about his
career or that of Holly to ask pertinent questions
and it was very difficult making notes in a draughty
phone-box (I didn’t even have a telephone, then!).

The author and the beef.

The same thing happened with DEL SHANNON
(okay, I know he is Pop, not Rock’n’Roll, but I
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The rockabilly explosion of the mid to late ‘70s
provided the opportunity to meet people like the
giant SLEEPY LA BEEF; I let Dave Hunter do the
interviewing in this case, as I would have been
lost. La Beef was very kind and courteous, too,
but it was amusing to see that he had to consult
his wife to answer some of Dave’s more
searching questions on his past career! That was
the night we also met WAXIE MAXIE (Max
Needham), the Rock’n’Roll columnist of the
“Record Mirror”, who was something to do with La
Beef’s management or record promotion at the
time.

hadn’t seen or spoken to many of the people he’d
worked with at Sun for over twenty years. What
came across very strongly was the versatility of
the man and the astonishing number of labels on
which he had appeared.
When Rockabilly became a craze, around the
time of the “Rolling Rock Tour”, my then business
partner, Tony Marsh, was asked by Dave Harris,
who represented Rolling Rock Records in the UK,
to act as a roadie for the acts, like RAY CAMPI,
MAC CURTIS, and THE ROCKABILLY REBELS,
who backed them. I have related elsewhere that
years before, Tony had nearly killed himself with
drugs (he and his mate took a huge dose of LSD
– he lived but his friend died.)

Waxie Maxie on the right, dwarfed by Sleepy
The exhausting schedule of the tour, the
temptations on the road (groupies, oceans of
alcohol, amphetamines to keep awake) soon took
its toll and Tony told me of one typical night when
he and some others staggered back to their hotel
in the small hours. In the morning, when he
awoke, he found the hotel room looked like a
battlefield, with furniture overturned, pictures
hanging off the wall and smashed table-lamps all
over the place. He realized that they themselves
had caused the damage as they lurched and
staggered all over the room. Not surprisingly, the
tour did not make a profit!

If you had ever read his column in “Record
Mirror”, you would have assumed that he was a
beefy, sex-crazed Teddy Boy but the man himself
was weedy, undersized, sickly-looking and with all
the charisma of a dead prawn. (Judge by the
photo!)
One night, at a venue I have forgotten, I was
standing in front of a pile of
“Not
Fade
Away”
magazines when a tall,
dynamic-looking man with a
powerful face came towards
me and said, “You’re the
person I want to see.” It
was BILLY LEE RILEY! (In
case you think that this is
just my ego on display, Billy
was trying to re-activate his
career, with the resurgence
of interest in rockabilly, and
I was just one of many
people he wanted to help
him with publicity in our
magazine.)

TONY CONN was a Rollin’ Rock artist who had
had some success in 1958, when he was featured
in an issue of "Life" magazine. Unfortunately, he
created a bigger stir with a classic gaffe that he
made. I wasn't there when he said it (although I
did chat with him and saw him perform at Camden
Lock) but I would have liked to have been! He
wore a leopard-skin jacket as part of his act and
once commented to some British Rock’n’Roll

We did interview him and the salient points of that
interview were that he and Sam Phillips fought like
cat and dog (but respected each other); that Jerry
Lee Lewis was the reason that so many people
left Sun (because Sam pushed his records while
neglecting those of other artists); and that Billy
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fans, “The Big Bopper
gave me this jacket in
1960.” When someone
pointed out that that
couldn’t be true because
the Big Bopper was killed
in the same crash that
killed Holly and Valens
(1959), he apparently
said, “Oh, was he? Oh,
yes, of course. It must have been 1959 then!”

I was so incensed by Malynn’s behaviour that I
awarded him a special “Sour Apple Award” in the
next issue of “Not Fade Away” and commented,
“Nicer people were hanged at Nuremberg.” Bill
Haley authority, Chris Gardner, told me that Haley
read this and used to bait Malynn with it,
whenever they had an argument!
P.J.PROBY is not a name that one associates
with Rock’n’Roll, although he did record in the
early days as Jett Powers and did several demos
for Elvis. He turned up at an Elvis Memorial Show
at Watford Town Hall in 1979, as a last-minute
replacement for CRAZY CAVAN AND THE
RHYTHM ROCKERS, who couldn’t make it (or so
“Plausible Paul” (Barrett) claimed). Proby was
appalling – drunk, drugged-up, or both, and so
incapable that the management had to play one of
his own recordings for him to sing along to.

I never spoke to or interviewed BILL HALEY but I
did have a few words with his sax-player, RUDI
POMPILLI, and he came across as a very warm
personality. However, it was Haley’s then
manager, PADDY MALYNN, that I won’t forget. I
phoned the hotel where Haley was staying at the
time and tried to speak to him but was blocked by
the rude, aggressive, uncooperative Malynn, who
refused to put me through (he had a habit of
holding the door open to signal it was the end of
an interview).

The show had been well-organised by Rebekah
Levy, an experienced promoter and exmanageress of the Astoria Theatre in Tottenham
Court Road, but even her skills could not save this
show, which ended in farce. I commiserated with
her at the end of the night but she snapped, “I’m
finished with Rock’n’Roll!” and flounced off. And
I’m finished with it, too, - but only for this article!

Yet, when Dave Hunter (an ex-actor), pretended
to be a reporter from the “Guardian”, Malynn put
him through straight away, whereupon Dave
confessed to the deception and said, “Isn’t Bill
interested in meeting his fans?”

THE END
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The Annual Tales From
The Woods USA
Vacation - 2003

upstairs took us into the lanes. At the top of the
stairs the hall sweeps from left to right with about
10 bowling alleys across the far wall, the left wall
had a counter selling artists records and Stomp
memorabilia with a horseshoe bar located
between that wall and the stairs. The right wall
housed the stage, and between that wall and the
stairs were tables.

as penned by Ken Major
Revellers: Linda Roberts and son Dean, John
Howard, Lee Wilkinson, Bernard Donovan, Ian
McNeil, Jeff Goldstein and myself.

My overall impression was that this was no David
Lloyd family bowling leisure centre, more a
stretched version of a blacked-out North London
rock club and, amazingly, some lanes were
actually being played! The hall was quite busy but
certainly nowhere near full, and having fleetingly
viewed who was on stage we took the opportunity
to grab a bite and drink at the bar. Average
audience age appeared to be a comfortable
middle age, no posers (well, apart from Beatle
Bob), no dancers, but a credible mix of real music
fans. There was an awareness that these
guys/gals were in "in the biz" and therefore knew
their stuff, with the likes of Alan Clarke flying in
from California, Billy Miller (Norton Records) from
New York, Mr. Angry 3500 miles from SouthendOn-Sea, and even a New York Times
photographer.

Shaky Lee's brief holiday overview in July's edition
included a reference to the Ponderosa Stomp in
New Orleans so, in the next 3 editions or so, I will
focus on this totally crazy but mind blowing event,
and then follow-up later with other holiday
experiences including reviews of the Hank
Williams, Civil Rights and Georgia Music Hall Of
Fame museums, plus "Down Town Live" in
Lafeyette with the HackBerry Ramblers, and back
to nature in Cajun Country. Oh yes, not forgetting
The Heritage Festival (JazzFest) in New Orleans.

April 29th 2003
"I Don't Want No Bald Headed Woman Telling
Me What To Do"

The diversity of music we saw over the three days
ranged from the bizarre to the cult, and one would
have to be a Bill Millar to enjoy most of it. More
than some of the 60+ performers were unknown
to me and, to make things more difficult and
confusing, we had multi layers of back-up
musicians and artists jamming for the sheer fun of
it. Some of the music you would not find in my
record collection; however, since 'Tales From The
Woods' appeals to appreciators of all kinds of
rootsy sounds, I will attempt, as a minimum, to at
least convey the audience reaction and adulation
these Living Legends received, and where
possible add a little historical data.

So with thanks to the TFTW International Travel
Dept we arrived in a timely and safe manner on a
steaming Tuesday evening at Louis Armstrong
Airport, New Orleans. John had already received
the Ponderosa Stomp tickets in advance, but only
for Wednesday and Thursday, having been
convinced that we would be in no fit state to go
gigging on the evening of arrival. However being
aware that Nathaniel Mayer was booked for
tonight, the lure was too great and we decided
that, after booking in to our hotel, we would grab a
cab to the downtown Rock’n’Bowl and take a
chance that we would purchase a ticket at the
door. Unfortunately we knew we would have
missed at least 3 hours of this, the blues night,
(the above sub-title by the way is a Gino
Washington song), but Ian McNeil had already
flown in a day earlier to catch the Tuesday night
show, so there was every chance we would meet
up to reflect on and share the evening’s
experiences.

Having missed the King Lloyd Band, the Kenny
Brown Band, Jimmy T-99 Nelson and the Re-Birth
Brass Band, I did catch the Sun Ra band finishing
their 7 - 8pm slot, which was to be their first of
almost a dozen sets throughout the event;
however, not possessing a workable watch I
assumed it was now well past 8pm. Ra died in
1993 and the band was taken over by John
Gilmore, but is now fronted by alto saxophonist
Marshall Allen. The 20 strong Sun Ra Arkastra
swamped the stage and created the impression
that Flash Gordon was partying with the Martians.
Wearing weird "outta space" garb it was a
photographer's and a jazzmo's dream. A cosmic
performance that had Ian McNeil running out of
the door in disbelief but scores of fans screeching
for more after Ra's interpretation of "Going Back
To Chicago".

The Rock’n'Bowl is situated in the Mid City Lanes,
downtown N.O. Immediately next door is Thrift
City - a huge second hand clothing emporium and
I guess we must have spent a couple of hours
there rummaging for '50s box jackets and
Hawaiian beach shirts. The Bowl is on 2 levels,
the first is sub ground and boasts a mighty long
bar with an adjoining dance hall which made an
occasional welcome relief from the event upstairs.
From the pavement a short but steep flight
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Carter, and currently leads his own "Big Tree"
band.
The trio that represented the James Blood Ulmer
band laid down what I recognise as Jazz funk,
chunky chopped chords and jazzy improvisations,
possibly the definitive line-up for Jazz Funk
purists. My apologies for not catching the titles.
What with the intensity of all that is jazz I don't
think you or I would follow up with Motown! Well,
the Knights could have, and in fact got very close,
but with a nice Cliff Jones swerve we did hit
Detroit in 1962, but successfully avoided Gordy’s
studio to meet with the r-e-a-l raucous R&B
sounds from the other independent Detroit
studios, including a little later Fortune Records.

The Ra band had their roots in R&B but during the
40 minutes or so it took to quit the stage "free
jazz" ruled the roost. Who am I to determine what
order and when notes should be played, let alone
by whom and by what! When the last man left the
stage, being the drummer of course, the audience
were roaring for more, and more they got but a
little later on. I never did find out if the band had
played some R&B and/or blues during the event.

The first of two whirlwinds to hit the stage that
night was the familiarly named (George) Gino
Washington. With Michael Hurtt, Jimbo Mathus,
Scott Bomar and Derek Houston serving as
house-band for both him and Nathaniel Mayer.
Soulman Gino, clad smartly in a red suit, white
shirt and white striped tie launched into "I'm A
Love Man", writhing, twisting and spinning across
the stage, his numerous fans, including Nortons
Records’ own Billy Miller having released a Gino
EP were having ball, and although Gino possibly
may just be about 60 his energy left us all
breathless.

Somewhat fazed by the Sun Ra Arkastra my ear
senses became a little more accustomed to the
funk/punk/jazz sounds of 61 years young James
Blood Ulmer, reforming his band especially for the
night with Calvin Weston, and Jamaaladeen
Tacuma. James was born in St. Matthews, S.
Carolina and taught to sing and play guitar by his
father who fronted a gospel group called the
Southern Sons. At 17 James moved to Pittsburgh
where he backed groups like the Del-Vikings, later
debuting on the King label with organist Hank
Marr and recording "Sound From The Market
Place".
Now entwined in modern jazz, James worked with
several renowned jazz musicians including Art
Blakey and Joe Henderson. He eventually landed
a gig with the mighty John Coletrane in New York
and then hooked up and toured with Ornette
Coleman where his style changed to express the
progressive jazz styles. Interestingly, James
caught a dose of "wrongwayitis", belatedly
discovered the Blues, and made the first of two
blues albums, "Memphis Blood" being one
recorded at the Memphis Sun studios. James
visited London in '91 where he played mainstream
jazz. Currently he has 15 albums to his name.

In ‘62 Gino cut "I'm A Coward/Puppet On A String"
on Correc-Tone, later having them re-cut on
Sonbert and becoming a hit when taken over by
Ric-Tic's first release as "Gino's A Coward". So
slowing things down somewhat Gino thrilled with
his own "Puppet" then tore into a shrieking falsetto
"Gino's A Coward". Falling to his knees and
throwing the mic from one hand to another the
USA's answer to the Wigan Casino's soulboys
were surely in the house that night by the roar of
appreciation. Finishing with "Do The Monkey With
Me" (bit like the "Bristol Stomp) this soul shaker
quit the stage probably thinking, "Beat that Nat".
And, by the way, Gino does know all about the
other Geno, do not mention the RamJam Band
within his earshot!

Supporting James on electric bass, Philly born
Jamaladeen Tacuma also backed Ornette
Coleman with his Prime Time band, then released
several albums under his own name on
Grammavision and worked with The Roots and
James Carter. Tacuma can be heard on James's
first album "Tales Of Captain Black". Fellow
Philadelphian and drummer G. Calvin Western
joined Ornette Coleman's Prime Time band at the
age of 17 and was introduced to the mysteries of
Coleman's "Harmomelodic Theory". He later
joined James and then John Laurie, James
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If you thought that was wild, you ain't seen nuthin'
yet! I have no doubt most of you all possess HMV
45-POP 1041 matrix 449A-1N, Nathaniel Mayer's
"Village Of Love" or its Fortune label originator; if
you do you will agree the flipside "I Want A
Woman" is one of the greatest wailers ever. If I
were to tell you I saw this man perform that song,
that night, unfortunately I would be lying; however
I did witness this legend and after such a
sensational performance by his good friend Gino
he was utterly unbelievable.

his face as if possessed by demons, when the
good Dr. Ike attempted to call time, either
because the allotted slot was timed out or
because of danger to health, his, mine, and
everybody else's, Nat told the Doctor to "get off
his stage" 'cause he obviously hadn't finished yet.

In fact we and Ike had a second lesson of time
control with the Frogman later. Fourth number
was "Village Of Love" and did the audience still
have lungs enough to sing the every word - you
bet. The last number was "I Want Love &
Affection (In The House Of Correction)”, and
again everybody sang along and Nat just would
not slow down. After the performance individuals
were seen to shake their heads in disbelief, even
John H. appeared happy and quite speechless. All
that and Gino for a grand total of 45 scheduled
minutes. As far as I was concerned there was no
need to follow this up, if I had caught the next
plane home I would have had my money’s worth.

A tall, lean partially grey haired with grey
moustache but looking somewhat older than his
Detroit patriot, Nat spiced up his white suited attire
with a green silk shirt open to the second button. I
am not so sure Nat's career and life is that well
documented or known. I imported and distributed
several of his Fortune 45s many years ago but
sadly never obtained the "Village Of Love" album,
but for me he shared the title Soul Major along
with Solomon Burke of whom we knew plenty.
Sightings of Nathaniel are rare, but in 1980,
backed by Filthy McNasty Group Plus Free Style
on Love Dog Records, one single was released,
"Raise The Curtain High" by one Nathaniel "Nay
Dog" Meyer. My expectation was of a retired
soul/R&B trouper, expected to re-plod some
belated soul steps to satisfy maybe one or two
fans that remembered him in the audience. What I
did not expect was a) the mass turn-out by the
fans b) the audience reverence and knowing
every word to all the songs c) the dynamic and
wild performance.

Next on stage, reputedly 9.15, one "Little Boy
Blue". I love rockin' nursery rhymes and believing
this to be a pseudonym for a certain great white
rocker I was amazed to be greeted by the 88year-old Marvel, Arkansas bluesman Robert Jnr.
Lockwood.

With arms flaying in the air Nat launched into the
first of five songs, all from Fortune, the first three
being "I Had A Dream" "From Now On" and
"Leave Me Alone". Gino was breathtaking but in
control, but this guy was totally outta sight.
Crouching, pouncing, leaping in the air, I looked
out for the St. John's ambulance, nowhere in
sight. Head and shoulders going one way and
legs and hips seemingly going in two other
directions we stood aghast, if not just for the
gymnastics but equally for his vocal power and
intensity. Whipping around to the drummer or
guitarist and encouraging 200% support, the
fervour was incredible. Grimacing and contorting

If I had thought about it I would have remembered
Robert Jnr. cut "Little Boy Blue" on a Bluebird
78rpm back in '41. I confess I am not a keen on
what I would call the modern B.B. King sound, but
pre-war blues is my bag; acoustic, 12 string and
slide particularly, Lonnie Johnson, Fred McDowell,
and Robert Johnson definitely. Mr. Lockwood fell
a little awkwardly into my bag since his guitar style
is and probably always was a little more
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progressive than most Delta players. Backed up
by Magic Slim's "Teardrops", Robert, wearing sky
blue trousers and matching shirt with embroidered
silk pattern and a huge R pendant neck chain, got
real lowdown with his sunburst electric Gibson,
dipping in and out of the Robert Johnson
songbook and cutting some distinctive blues
chords.

Breath"! Henry also worked with Jimmy Reed, Bo
Diddley, Jimmy Rogers and Billy Boy Arnold
amongst others. Dressed smartly in white shirt,
piano keyboard patterned tie, and a homburg á la
Fats Waller, Henry pounded a portable electric
keyboard, unfortunately now de rigour at most
musical festivals.
Wolfman 2 - Jody Williams: Enticed out of a 30
years retirement in 2001 Jody looked youthful
albeit with rather more hair in his grey beard than
on his head. Guitar strapped across his shoulder
with "Jody” emblazoned down the leather strap,
and "Lightning Black Jody" painted in red across
the black Gibson. Jody's pedigree is mindblowing. He led Howling Wolf's band in the early
'50s, then a little later led Bo Diddley's band, even
playing on many of Billy Boy Arnold's VJ tracks.
He even provided the guitar lick on Mickey &
Sylvia's "Love Is Strange".

This is not surprising since Robert Jnr. is the
stepson of Robert Johnson and it was he who
taught Robert Jnr. how to play guitar in the '30s.
A documentary of Lockwood would, I guess, be
the real life backdrop to many of the Delta
bluesmen. Travelling the Delta as a kid he played
with Sonny Boy and worked his way through
Memphis, St. Louis and Chicago, returning to
Helena where he became a regular on "King
Biscuit Time". With his original style Lockwood
had no problem finding work in the jukes, and in
1953 moved up to Chicago Chess studios as a
session man, including cutting "My Babe" with
Little Walter. Staying in Chicago during the
halcyon blues decade, Lockwood recorded for
several major and minor labels, and then moved
to Cleveland in 1961 where he has remained ever
since. In the '80s Lockwood and Johnny Shines
teamed up to record for Rounder, started his own
record label and in 1989 was inducted into the
Blues Foundation's Hall Of Fame. Now 12 years
away from a century the man still does 80 pressups daily and does not look a day older than Dave
Travis!

Wolfman 3 - Hubert Sumlin: On stage for the
second time that night clutching a red Fender
Strat and dapper in a suit, tie and homburg, the
young 72 years old Hubert was clearly delighted to
be in the presence of his buddies and fans alike.
Born in Greenwood, Mississippi, and after learning
the quaint diddly bow, Hubert was given a guitar
and teamed up with schoolmate James Cotton,
and later formed a band with Pat Hare. Hubert's
first acquaintance with Howling Wolf in West
Memphis, Arkansas is worth a mention.
Apparently after being thrown out of a club where
the Wolf was playing he tried to peer through the
club's back window by standing on a crate. The
crate collapsed and Hubert fell into the club and
the Wolf persuaded the manager to allow Hubert
to stay. Whilst Hubert and Cotton were working
the jukes they landed a radio show, and curiously
it was Howling Wolf who began to watch the
shows and eventually took Hubert with him to
Chicago as his rhythm guitarist, with Jody
Williams and Willie Johnson taking leading lead
spots. Hubert eventually took over lead until an
argument with the Wolfman (brave-man!) led him
to join Muddy Waters’ band where he stayed for a
year. The Wolf then enticed Hubert back where
he stayed for 20 years.

Who could seamlessly follow this Delta legend?
Well the Mystic Knights got it right again, when on
trooped Howling Wolf and his original back-up
band; well one could only pretend the mighty man
was present which he may well have been in
spirit; if so he would have seen all his guys
together for the first time in 50 years! So in no
logical order this was the Wolf Pack:

Wolfman 1 - Henry Gray: Now residing near Baton
Rouge, Henry was born in Kenner, La. Joined
Howling Wolf in 1956 and stayed for 12 years.
However it was Big Maceo Merriweather who
taught him his famous piano style, and after
starting out with the Little Hudson's Red Devil Trio
he later joined Little Walter who named him "Bird

So, again with the "TearDrops" providing a further
layer of support, I was transported away to those
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Rockin’ Keith Hugman tells all

American Folk Blues Festivals days of the early
'60s where I first saw the Man. Enviously as I
peered around the audience, I had no doubt older
fans had travelled from Chicago to re-live their
'50s first hand experiences; such was the cool in
the hall that night. That distinctive haunting raw
Chess sound filled the room and Keith Woods
must have flinched in his sleep that night as the
Wolfman stepped on his grave. Most of the
classics were provided for plus others such as
"Rambling On My Mind", Jody's own "Lady Lou",
plus the familiar "Evil", "Little Red Rooster" etc
and
of
course
"Smokestack
Lightning".
"Smokestack" certainly sent a chill up my spine as
I remembered in my late teens purchasing this
and its big brother EP on Pye International R&B.
Perhaps note for note quality may be poetic
licence since more than one vocalist took the
lead, but what I heard were faithful renditions to
my ears and some slight sadness that that may be
the first and last time the group will ever appear
together, however do not underestimate the
secret powers of the Mystic Knights Of The Mau
Mau - what say you Dr. Ike?!!

The true story of life on the road, otherwise known
as “beer, bands, beer, breakages and beer”
As some of the older rock and rollers might know I
am the father of Rockin' Lee, for many years I was
manager of his first band APACHE, and after Lee
broke his arm in a motorcycle accident I was the
silent partner in the RECORD MACHINE, but I
would like to share with you a weekend I often
recall when I was acting Roadie for Rock & Roll
Band ‘Session '57’, during a show in Munich,
Germany 13 September 1987.
Session Who: Steve “Chadders” Gates –
Vocals/Rhythm Guitar. Rockin' Lee Hugman –
Manager/Drummer. Colin “Fluffy” Lomas - Slap
Bass. Rick “Be-Bop-Boogie-Boy” Turner - Guitar.
Why Avis ever continued to hire out their vans to
us, I'll never know as we certainly didn't treat them
with the respect they deserved. Lee's motto "Flat
out or not out!", they became a kind of mobile
home only fit for midgets. After the crates of
‘medicine’ were loaded, along with essential
equipment, it only left about 6 square inches per
person and on this run we had an one extra,
Dollup, a loyal fan, friend and relief driver. It was
Thursday when I picked up the van from Avis,
sincerely stating that we only needed it for a short
delivery and certainly would have it back by
Sunday (not!). Collecting Steve and Fluffy,
forgetting Rick as the arrangements to pick him
up were made at 9 pints past ten on a night I had
since forgotten; a peeved Rick, turned up round
mine for Carlsberg, a drop of ‘before ye go’ and a
short night’s kip.

So, at some ridiculous time in the early morning
John Howard and myself gave in gracefully,
leaving at least another 30 performers to appear
on stage, but not necessarily for the first time that
night. Outside in the slightly cooler air, fans were
gathering to review the previous events and taking
the opportunity to snatch a chat with some of the
legends. It was easy grabbing a cab and before
long I was nicely tucked up in bed after frantically
assuring myself I did actually have film in my
camera!
To be continued









Mum cooked the 'condemned' a hearty breakfast
and at 8.00am Friday, with Lee in the pilot’s seat
we set off for Felixstowe docks, Jerry Lee blaring
from both speakers, with one stop to pick up
Dollup on the way out of town. Just as we pulled
up at Dollup’s, the Killer sounded like he was
being killed, the tape sounded like 78rpm and Lee
hit the eject button, but it was too late - the tape
had snapped and was pouring out of the tape
machine at a fast rate. A distressed Lee wound it
up and put it in his pocket.

Soulboy And Brain Promotions
Present

Spring Of
Forty Three
A celebration for Brian and John on receiving their
freedom passes
Appearing live

James Hunter
with
Free buffet, hot rockin’ tunes and a host of friendly
people
Where: King And Queen, Foley Street
When: 5th December 2003
Time: 7:00pm to 11:00pm
Dress code: Santa Claus (optional)
All very welcome, Christmas starts and ends here!

Dollup has an amazing skill when it comes to
driving; uncannily the more he drinks the better he
gets. But he has never flown, and until that day he
had never been on a ferry and he was more than
a little apprehensive; in fact, as he jumped in the
van, throwing a Cavan tape on the dash that he
had been up all night recording, (which Lee
grabbed and put in his pocket) he shouted that he
would only come as far as the boat, and although
he was sorry, he couldn't go any further and would
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hitch back.

asked if we liked beer, shot off to some
supermarket and came back with a crate of lager
for our breakfast, and very nice it was too.

After a few miles of main road, Dollup demanded
his Cavan tape be put on; Lee with window wound
down, took his knackered tape out and, holding
onto an end of tape, slung it. The look on Dollup's
face as he watched in the door mirror what he
thought was his tape bouncing down the gutter,
sheer disbelief! Dollup spoke just one word for the
next hour "Bastard"

We spent a few hours with these guys until the
promoters arrived, Alexander and Christine, and
we checked out the venue; they offered us a beer.
Again like other abroad countries it is amazing
how the bands are looked after, ferried to and
from the hotel, meals laid on, even coming to the
hotel on the Sunday morning to say goodbye and
to be your guide through the Munich city streets to
the Autobahn.

About half way Lee pulled over for a refuel stop
and to let Dollup behind the wheel; before he
departed, Again Dollup insisted he was not going
on that ferry! When we arrived at the port, Lee
convinced Dollup that he could just take us across
that ramp and while we waited for loading on the
boat, he can start hitching back home; little did
Dollup know that the other side of the ramp was
the boat. On board, we headed for the bar,
Dollup's pint got filled with the contents of nearby
ashtrays, as he was first up to drive when we hit
France… he still drank it!

Our hotel is right in the heart of the city next to the
market place with its beer tents etc., where we
managed to grab a couple of hours relaxing
before returning to the dance hall, which is a room
upstairs above a restaurant.
A worried Fluffy said he had calculated that we
would run out of beer on the journey home at
about the half way mark, not good. We went into a
shop and got some beer; I was first at the
checkout and didn't know how much to offer, I
gave the little lady behind the counter a big
handful of German coins, she bleated something
that I mistakenly thought was thank you and
goodbye, and I left the shop, being closely chased
by a very angry policeman. Lee paid up and all
was sorted.

The ferry left Felixstowe at 12.00 noon and arrived
at Zeebrugge at 4.30p.m. (5.30 p.m. European
time). So far so good, apart from Steve still not
having found his sea legs and the mere smell of
alcohol made him feel sick. I have an
arrangement with the band; when driving abroad I
won't drink until we get to the venue, and after the
gig I either sleep in the van or someone else
drives to the hotel. This is necessary as, at a new
venue, I like to mingle and make new friends, etc.
who can help the band, I felt it would be impolite
to refuse when they offered me a drink in return,
and I don't know how to say no in a foreign
language yet, in fact I don't say no to a drink in
English!

We made our way back to the venue to set up,
met the opening act, the Stringlers, who were a bit
off with us at first. Session '57 sound checked,
then the Stringlers. They were an obscure
Rockabilly band, and I had reservations that this
was not a good move, as Session was a mixed
bag of straight R&R, Skiffle, Doo Wop, a little
Rockabilly and a Gunfighter Ballad thrown in for
good measure, but it was too late now.

Getting through customs was an ordeal, with no
carnet (customs documents) Dollup pointing at
Lee said, "He's the manager, talk to him, I ain't got
a clue". Lee had to palm ‘em off with half a dozen
of the band’s tapes and we were happily at the
start of a 600 mile drive, making several stops as
conditions in the van were still pretty grim, even
with some of the crates of ‘medicine’ being
administered, Rick at one time curling up under
Lee and Steve's feet in an attempt to get some
sleep. One of these stop-breaks was at a truck
stop in Frankfurt were we met four rockabilly lads
from Berlin, members of the Golden Boys R&R
Club.

The hall was small, held only about 200 people,
but when the first band went on at least 300 were
packed in like sardines. We watched from the bar
area; at one point a beer glass was hurled and
exploded above Dollup, showering him in glass,
the night was heating up.
The Stringlers went down a storm, making us a
little apprehensive, wondering how we would be
received. I had had quite a bit down the neck by
now and thought “what the heck”, jumped up on
stage with the Stringlers, acting like a fool (as I am
sometimes likely to do). This seemed well
received by the local crowd and I believed helped
break the ice so to speak. Once again mine was
one of the few drapes, it was a sea of leather
jackets being worn. In the interval the band came
and thanked me, then the obligatory wine started
flowing. We were given a meal off to the side, at

After 24 hours of travelling and hardly any sleep
we arrived at the venue at 7.30 Saturday morning;
needless to say there was no one there to meet
and greet, but then a car came screeching into the
car park; it was the 4 Golden Boys from Berlin,
fans of the support band the Stringlers. They
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one of the few tables in the hall, at the other end
under the table a couple were thrashing out sex to
the piped music of ‘Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On’.

a place at all and I'd push on to the ferry, I saw the
look of horror in Lee's eyes as by now he had sat
on a Fender Twin for the last 8 hours, I think he
still has E R imprinted on his right cheek. So they
clambered out and hit the bar. We ordered a
round and chipped in to get rid of our remaining
German cash; ten minutes later, another round of
drinks came to our table, they think we're skint, as
we were scraping round our small change to get
the drinks. This happened a second time.

Session '57 were contracted to do a one hour set,
but volunteered to do two ¾ hours as they felt
after coming all this way this would give them and
the crowd more time to warm to each other. Their
first set started at about 10.30p.m. and it seemed
my fears had been for nothing as, after the first six
bars of Johnny Carroll's ‘Crazy Crazy Lovin', the
crowd went wild and stayed that way, joining the
band on stage with Dixie flags and even the
Stringlers joined in. Now no longer worried I
concentrated on the serious business of sampling
the local beers.

One person in the bar can speak English and,
after a chat, Dollup proudly tells him our story that
we performed in Munich last night. This new friend
of Dollups gives all a ruler (he must have been a
salesman for them) and he then tells the rest of
the people in the bar. More drinks come, one thing
leads to another, Steve gets to singing songs from
GI Blues, the rhythm guitar gets pulled off the van,
Rick slams out the rhythm with a Deutschmark, as
the picks are stowed deep in the back of the van.

I won't say the band played their best, they didn't;
they were guys too long without sleep, but they
certainly went down a storm. During a 15 minute
breather a bundle broke out, and all doors were
locked, so the band’s second set was carried out
without a costume change. A constant chant of
“Session, Session, Session” roared from the
crowd for the second set which also went down
well. The Skiffle with Fluffy's tea chest and Dollup
on washboard had the audience enthused as did
Fluff's slap bass solo. Unfortunately Be-Bop
Turner hadn't quite perfected the art of running up
the bass while pickin' out the lead break and
occasionally he fell off (as on this occasion) where
he landed on Lee's kit and snapped off the high
Tom-Tom, which bounced and rolled into the
audience.

By the end of the night he's broken every bloody
string. The acoustic is followed by the washboard,
then the slap bass, Lee taped a length of tape to
his foot and copied Fluff's slap technique, a
hilarious sing-a-long followed amongst trays of
drinks, till about 1a.m. The landlord supplied us
with free beer all night and everyone had a
fantastic time.
We drove on to the ferry and along the way Lee
put on a tape; Crazy Cavan filled the van, Dollup
once again uttered "Bastard!" We breakfasted on
beer at Zeebrugge, Steve again went green on the
return voyage. We got pulled by British customs,
they want to check our luggage, Dollup whispers
to Lee, “Whatever you do don't let them look in my
suitcase". He had gone to Germany with one
pocket full of 2p’s the other full of 5s, “You can get
a cheap packet of fags to drop out of them fag
machines in the truck stops”, he said and I have a
suitcase full of full fag packets.

But all in all a great night, Fluffy at one point
joining the boppers on the dance floor, and from
the encores the band got we all knew it might
have been the first time in Germany, but not the
last. Luckily I managed to get out of loading the
van; I retrieved the broken drum, carried it down
to the van, got in the front and crashed. Although
there were some who thought I was pissed
(mainly the band) who, because I slept so
soundly, had to carry me up three flights of stairs
to the hotel room. I found out later the next day
that Lee suggested they leave me on the street,
leant up against a lamp post.

Lee opened the van back doors up, and pointed to
Dollup's case and said, “You need to open that
one”. It happened to be the top suitcase and the
customs officer thought it best to look in the
bottom one. That was okay as it was Rick's;
nothing in there but ol' gramophone records and
he let us get on our way, and once out on the road
we let out our breath again!

It was Sunday morning a little before mid-day
when we said our goodbyes and departed. As we
wouldn't have made it in time for the midnight ferry
we decided to get well on our way and find a pub
to pull into for the night; have you ever tried to find
a pub in the German countryside?

We arrived home at 9p.m. "Pubs are still open!"
Steve shouted, rubbing his hands. After 1,500
miles and 2 three quarters, four days with no
sleep - shattered - brilliant - the medicine saw us
through. When do we go again?
Rockin' Daddy.

Pulling off the Autobahn at Köln, we looked out for
the first bar on the outskirts… nothing. Then I saw
a trolley stop café; I went in and checked it out
and, although it served beer, I went back to the
van and informed the guys that it was not much of
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Frolicks from The
Funkster

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Dear Mister Woods
I am advised that you need 'The Funkster’s
column for the next issue of 'Tales From The
Woods’ and my client also wants to know what
restaurant you went to on the last meet up. He
went to a cash machine to draw out dosh, and
then went to the Chinese where you were
intending to go but you were not there! My client
also claims he rang your mobile and it was
switched off (Doh! what is the point of having a
mobile and having it switched off?) A very
dejected client went home most displeased and
had to make do with two pizzas and a bottle of
Southern Comfort to ease his wounded pride He
says that the 77 bus from Charing Cross Station
was very bumpy throughout the journey to
Clapham Junction. He also got annoyed going to
Wimbledon on the 156, another terrible trip
(Trailer Trash I believe was his comment).
Yours Sincerely
Lamont Cranston
Mr. L Cranston

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

The Eddie Cochran Weekend

P.S. An afternoon and evening of drinking,
listening to Radio 4, and he is ready to hit the little
town of Bedfordshire at 8.45 pm (some of us are
up for work at 3.45 every day)

Chippenham
Friday 26th September - Sunday 28th September

Friday night
Linda Gail Lewis, Rebel Dean,
Graham Fenton with Marco Di
Maggio.

Phew, the recent hot weather has nearly caused
tempers to fray. At my new local 'The Riverside
(yes, it is by a river) one of the regulars Arnold
saw red when his favourite tipple (Fosters) went
off. Naturally Jenny the bargirl suggested a
substitute of Carling Black Label until the Aussie
beer was back on. “Not bloody likely, bleedin'
gnats pies I won't touch the stuff even if it was
free”. The new pub has only been open a few
weeks (it was called 'The Royal Six Bells'
previously but had been going down hill for a
couple of years and now with new decor and
regular blues nights it's the “In” place to be) one
can have a quiet pint or two and listen to a spot of
'The First Lady Of Jazz' Ella Fitzgerald.

Saturday
Wanda Jackson, Robert Gordon,
Marco Di Maggio and his band, The
Bobby Cochran Band, The
Refreshments, The Lennerockers,
The Hell Raisers, The Muskrats.
Ticket prices: Weekend £35, Friday £12, Saturday
£24, Sunday £6
From 41 Ashe Crescent, Chippenham, Wilts
SN15 1RN
Cheques/POs payable to the Eddie Cochran
Appreciation Society. Please enclose a large A5
S.A.E.
For credit card bookings and hotel/B+B info,
telephone 01249 706333
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Over the last few weeks I’d been buying a few
paperbacks (not to mention Scott Freeman’s
biography on Otis Redding, St Martins Press,
which I had gotten back in June when I went out
to New York and started reading while I was over
there). 'Simon and Garfunkel - The Biography’ by
Victoria Kingston (Fromm International) is 4 years
old but I spotted it for a penny under £3.00 in a
local bookshop. A fascinating insight into the
careers of the two (as a duo and as solo artistes)
it explains how Paul Simon and Art needed their
own identities. It closes in 1993. An in depth look
at the duo’s albums and of course the boys’
respective solo projects. Of course the duo’s early
days as Tom and Jerry are well covered. Did you
know that they appeared on Dick Clark’s
Bandstand in 1957 with Jerry Lee Lewis? The clip
of them performing 'Hey Schoolgirl' is sadly lost
from Clark’s archives it seems.

out of hospital. Still it came as a real shock; the
next morning most of the newspapers had various
tributes. Spencer Leigh's in The Independent was
among the best.
I had the fortunate opportunity to meet Sam in
London in July 2000. He was appearing along with
journalist Peter Guralnick at Borders Book Store
in London's Charing Cross Road. I came along
armed with an original Sun album ('Jerry Lee
Lewis' – SUN 1230) and he kindly signed it; I went
home like a kid in a candy store. Ironic that the
very next evening that Jerry himself was
appearing at The London Arena in Docklands
along with Chuck Berry and Little Richard. I recall
that Jerry opened the show, then there was an
interval followed by Richard. We left before Chuck
came on.
A friend had gotten tickets for the following
evening for the show in Liverpool (Kings Dock)
and all I had to do was to get a train. This time we
caught Jerry and Chuck. I recall being impressed
with Mr. Berry (I'd seen some really terrible shows
some time in the ‘70s and vowed never to see him
again but times change and so did Chuck; no silly
mucking about with his songs, straight as a dye.
The HMV Summer sale turned up some gems
'From Lubbock to Laredo - The Best Of Joe Ely'
(MCA) a fine compilation of his best work for the
label (1977-1998), 20 tracks and a generous
running time of over 77 minutes (She Never
Spoke Spanish To Me, Honky Tonk Masquerade,
Down On The Drag and Fingernails), a foreword
by the late Joe Strummer (Ely toured with The
Clash shortly after the release of Ely’s second
album; needless to say the punk audience reacted
by throwing bottles at him). A Worthwhile
purchase at £4.99.

Another book 'Puttin' On The Style' (The Lonnie
Donegan Story) from Spencer Leigh (published by
Finbarr) is only 160 pages but full of some funny
and others not so stories. Leigh has interviewed
many fellow contemporaries and even Lonnie
himself. There are many vintage clippings and
some of the last photos of Lonnie in concert with
Adam Faith (who also sadly passed away with
heart problems like Lonnie). He was hoping to
record a new album with Stuart Coleman handling
the production. Very detailed discography with all
78/45/album/CD releases. One amusing story
(though Lonnie didn't see it that way) was Peter
Sellers’ parody of him 'Puttin' On The Smile' as
Lennie Goonigan (listen to it if you can, it's a real
scream and currently on 'EMI-Comedy - Peter
Sellers' CD and it's only about 5 quid or so. Only
19 tracks but the whole CD is a laugh).

I was impressed with Ely enough that I saw him in
Southampton in late 1978 opening for Merle
Haggard. I sort of lost touch with Ely after his
‘Musta Notta Gotta Lotta’ album in 1981 which
had a fine version of Roy Brown’s 'Good Rocking
Tonight' and a remake of ‘Dallas’, which he had
cut originally with Butch Hancock and Jimmie
Dale Gilmore as The Flatlanders for Plantation in
1972. An album appeared over here in 1980 'One
Road More' on Charly.

I'd been out for the day on Thursday 31st July but
I came home to a number of messages on the
answer-machine. My first reaction was “This has
got to be something important”; they all said the
same. “Have you heard that Sam Phillips has
died?” I had read in the Jerry Lee Lewis journal
'Fireball-Mail that Phillips had been ill for some
time and had spent much of the last year in and

Meanwhile Ace continue with their B.B.King re-
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issues, King’s 6th Crown album 'King Of The
Blues’ (CD CHM 897) from May 1960 is another
great goodie with B.B. and Lucille in splendid form
and boosted by no less than 10 bonus tracks that
were issued as ‘60s Kent 45s or album tracks.
Particularly impressive is a re-make of '3 O’clock
Blues' issued as a Kent single in 1962. As before,
detailed liner notes by John Broven, some
marvellous illustrations of original 45s and reissue album sleeves. Of course B.B. had moved
to ABC so his new material was competing with
these singles. Obviously before he moved to ABC,
the Bahari brothers were making certain that B.B.
stockpiled enough material to release long after
he had left for pastures new, and as J.B. points
out the Baharis were not adverse to overdubbing
new instrumentation on 45s to make them more
'Modern’.

'Reflections' (did you know who the real identity of
Manuel, I can imagine you lot saying in unison
NO... and we don't care! Heathens and philistines
all of you.
I watched 'Top Of The Pops' a few weeks ago as
it was featuring a certain American female vocalist
performing her debut single 'To Whom It May
Concern’. I was naturally intrigued as the girl has
never had to work and if her career “Pans Out”
she still has millions in her bank account. Clue:
she looks exactly like her old man (she’s been
married three times and divorced). Sorry to say
love, you sound like many of the female vocalists
in the charts and your voice is undistinguished
and your single, while reaching the upper ten,
spent only 2 or 3 weeks in the chart. Another clue,
her dad named a plane after her. Clue number
three, her pop passed away in August of 1977.
Need I divulge more? Lady you ain't got no talent.
Surely you'll have guessed the identity of the lady
by now? If not, well guess on.

Sam Phillips was doing the same thing with
Johnny Cash's Sun material having stockpiled
enough masters for a considerable period after
J.C. moved to Columbia. (I sometimes wonder
that if Jerry Lee had been having hits with Smash
when he first moved to the label would Sam have
issued 'new' albums of Sun material? An
interesting note to ponder on).

Well, George Best has well and truly fallen off the
wagon. He wants a divorce from his wife as he
believes she didn't believe HIM chatting up some
young blonde at his local boozer, “It's not true I
was set up,” he bleats. Sorry George this time you
have really blown it, just hurry up and die you
miserable waste of space.

Another CD I was mailed but of lesser interest
'The Beat Goes On’ - J.M. Van Eaton. Yes none
other than ex-Sun studio drummer James Van
Eaton. I don't think this is very recent (the sleeve
says 1998). It's on 706 Records and features
Jimmy as a vocalist. The opening track 'Memphis
in 1955' naturally mentions Elvis and rolls along
nicely. Amongst the other titles are ‘Nadine’ and
‘Midnight Blues’ which I naturally assumed were
the Chuck Berry and Charlie Rich songs but sadly
not. A pleasant ballad ‘Not As Innocent As You’
has a smoky sax and rolling piano (again, I’m not
sure if it is Van Eaton playing all the instruments
as I’m listening to a CD-R of the release.) Another
track ‘Sinkin' Spell’ has a funky Stax feel, with
horns and harmonica. ‘Rockin' To The End’
sounds like something John Fogerty might’ve
cooked up, a tasty guitar solo saves it from being
too repetitive.

God what in the world is going on in American
politics. Arnold Schwarzenegger to run for
Governor of California, surely not. Anybody who
votes him in has gotta be insane (I’ve enjoyed all
three Terminator movies; you don't have to
understand them, just sit back and let the special
effects run their course). He ain't come up with
any policies, but I’ve a feeling that he'll be voted
in. And what did your daddy do during the war?
Oh nowt much he was a Swiss Nazi. Okay, the
sins of the father shouldn't be visited on the son.
Recall that another Hollywood actor went down
the same route; Ronnie Reagan (Excuse me but
how many Oscars did 'Bedtime With Bonzo’ earn,
answers on a postcard to ye Editor). It's been said
that Arnie could never be President because of
his nationality. Yeah at the moment but things can
always be changed (By the way, there's the
rumour he's been offered 40 mill for a Terminator
4. Let us hope he will continue in the movie
business and spare us his politics (Oops, sorry
Arnie you don’t have any... 'I'll be back’, I bloody
hope not)' Anyone for a Pimms...

The closing song 'Makin' The Beat Go On' is
another rocker with chorus and a Roland Janes
(‘Flyin' Saucers Rock’n'Roll’) soundalike on guitar.
Van Eaton has a pleasant voice and I think is
more suited to country ballads, but sadly only
because of his connection as a drummer with Sun
in its golden days would he be allowed anywhere
near a microphone to sing. If anyone out there
knows more about this release you can write to
our dear editor (Hey Keith ... stay away from those
414's).

The Funkster


Meanwhile I’m chilling out to Manuel and The
Music Of The Mountains from a 1969 album
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which featured the three piece ‘Walker Horns’
section, and for me I can’t imagine the music
being quite as good at those gigs where the horns
weren’t present.

The Rooster Crowed Over
Burgess Hill
The Wanderers
After a paucity of gigs post-Hemsby, things
suddenly got busy for ‘Blues Boy’ and Paul
‘Shutterbug’ Harris. In the course of less than a
month, we found ourselves heading west to
Chichester for the Blues On The Farm ‘long
weekender’, south to Italy for the Sweet Soul
Music Soul Festival in Porretta, and east to Peer
for the Belgian R & B Festival. Dave Carroll has
written separately about the Porretta Festival, so
I’ll home in on the Chichester and Peer events.

© Paul Harris

The third act was the ‘unrepentantly country’ fivepiece band BR549 who featured an exciting lead
guitarist, Chuck Mead. We only caught a few of
their numbers before we had to leave. These were
all good, and did include some rockabilly despite
their press billing.

The Blues On The Farm gig was a new one for
us. It’s now in its twelfth year and this summer ran
for four days starting on Thursday 26th June. We
just went on the Thursday, primarily to see
Charles Walker, but the set-up certainly gave no
cause for complaint. Indeed, when we arrived at
Pump Bottom Farm (a couple of miles south of
Chichester) we wondered if we’d stepped into a
booze festival, or a blues festival. The first
marquee we came to had a fine array of about
twenty real ales, all served straight from the
barrel, and the few we sampled were all in prime
condition.

The line-ups for the following days included Vidar
Busk (who also played Peer), Popa Chubby,
Connie Lush, and Nine Below Zero. All white
blues acts, but previous Festivals have featured
more black artists, so this Festival is worth
watching
out
for
–
check
out
www.bluesonthefarm.com. And it’s good to report
that when I ‘phoned one of the organisers after
the Festival, she told me that attendance was ‘up’
this year, and it had been a great success.

© Paul Harris

Now to the Peer weekender. This was our first
visit for six years, but a strong line-up tempted us
to give the Festival another try. I’ll mainly
summarise as I’ll be writing a fuller review for Juke
Blues, but it was certainly an ‘interesting’ event.
It’s always been a cross between an R & B and
rock Festival and there is a ‘headbanging’ side to
Peer. An element of the crowd go wild over any
excessive guitar solo and this just seems to
encourage the soloists to greater extremes – I
guess they succumb to Peer pressure!

The artists themselves played in a separate
spacious marquee, with guitarist Ben Andrews
from the USA being on stage as we stepped into
the tent. Andrews was unknown to me but he
played fine and varied solo
country
blues.
He
acknowledged his influences in
between numbers, quoting
Brownie McGhee in particular.

© Paul Harris

After a short break, Ben was
followed by Charles Walker
who turned in a great set –
drawn mainly from his terrific
Zane CD. I won’t go into detail,
as Dave Carroll has written
about
Charles’
similarly
impressive
Porretta
performance. However, it is
worth mentioning that this was
one of the gigs on the tour

© Paul Harris

That said, the Saturday was really good musically,
with the only disappointment being the boring rock
of Ms Marshall Chapman and The Love Slaves
(great name though!). The first act we caught was
The Mercy Brothers featuring the afore-mentioned
Vidar Busk on lead guitar, and Barrence Whitfield
(who we hadn’t seen since his days with the
Savages) on vocals. Barrence is still a great
entertainer and although Busk was guilty of some
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of the excesses I’ve mentioned, he played with a
smile on his face and matched Barrence’s
showmanship.

Edmunds. He was re-united with Billy Bremner
from the Rockpile days for this show and what a
good one it was. Dave featured most of his big
hits and reminded us why he’s always been a hero
to us. Few numbers lasted more than three or four
minutes and were faithful to the originals – it was
great to hear Dave’s super version of ‘The
Wanderer’.

© Paul Harris

Nathan Williams followed and, by contrast, his
lead guitarist and brother – Dennis Paul Williams
– couldn’t have been more tasteful. He played in
that lovely restrained Louisiana style and didn’t
seek any accolades. Although we were
disappointed that Nathan had travelled without his
horn section, we really enjoyed his zydeco set,
especially after he switched from piano to button
accordion. A mention too for Mark Williams
(Nathan’s cousin) who caught the eye with his
exuberant rubboard playing.
The best horn section of
the weekend was to be
found in Billy Price’s band
who played later on the
Saturday evening. I only
knew Price through his
reputation of being one of
the best blue-eyed soul
men around. And he didn’t
disappoint, he’s a terrific
vocalist and has that
microphone
technique
which you associate with
the best black soul singers.
Maybe he’s learnt it from
© Paul Harris
Otis Clay who he’s played
with many times. To give you an idea of Billy’s
repertoire – two of his stongest numbers were the
O V Wright favourites – ‘Nickel And A Nail’ and
‘Ace of Spades’. The one thing he could learn
from black music though is the value of a good
‘rug’. If ever appearances can be deceptive, Billy
personifies it. Your local Bank would be happy to
have him as its manager!

© Paul Harris

The Sunday wasn’t quite so good even though it
got off to a fine start with Richard Johnston – a
‘one man band’ from Mississippi. Johnston is a
white boy but has that black feel to his voice and
indeed took the vocalist’s spot in Junior
Kimbrough’s band after Junior died. Richard has
charisma too, and displayed this to the full when
he played ‘unplugged’ during a temporary power
failure.
Johnston’s music really was raw and exciting and
I wish I could say the same about Australian
‘country’ band Red Rivers & The Rocketones who
followed, or the USA’s Teddy Morgan & The
Pistolas who played a set of ‘soft-rock’ later.
However, a few boredom inducing numbers from
each were more than enough to send us scurrying
to the beer/hospitality tent.

© Paul Harris

In between these two acts came the biggest
disappointment of the weekend – Sharrie
Williams. I had been really looking forward to
seeing Sharrie, having been unable to squeeze
into Utrecht’s small hall to see her show there
which received such favourable reviews. Sharrie

© Paul Harris

The closing act of the night was our own Dave
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started well with ‘Tell Mama’ and ‘I’ll Take You
There’ and I thought ‘this is going to be good!’
However, the next number was ‘Born Under A
Bad Sign’ where her black lead guitarist, James
Owens, launched into a two minute guitar solo
which had nothing to do with the blues and
everything to do with heavy metal. Needless to
say, the Peer crowd went wild, and from there it
was ‘downhill all the way’. Eventually, Sharrie’s
rabble rousing, and the band’s excesses got too
much for me, and I had to walk out. The title of
one of Dave Edmunds’ LPs ‘Subtle As A Flying
Mallet’ came to mind as I did so.

anthem ‘Everybody Needs Somebody To Love’
ringing in my ears!
© Paul Harris

Definitely NOT anybody called Curtis.
Pretty apt sign, too - H

Blues Boy









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
© Paul Harris

The following courtesy Bob Timmers & Rod Pyke:

At least the two acts closing the Festival were
each excellent in their own way. The penultimate
band was The Blasters. Ok, they’re loud, live up to
their title, and lead guitarist, Dave Alvin, is another
one who ‘cranks it up’. Still brother Phil is a good
vocalist, you know what to expect, and the set
does include some good numbers. I’m sure
TFTW will be running a review of their London gig
which was part of the same European tour.

Country Hall Of Fame Member Floyd Tillman
passed away at 4:40 A.M. 22nd August at his
home in Texas. Floyd was 88 years old. He was
born Dec 8, 1914 in Ryan, Oklahoma.
Floyd Tillman is probably best known for writing "It
Makes No Difference Now," a country classic that
he sold to Jimmie Davis for $300 in 1938, only to
watch it become a hit for Davis, Cliff Bruner, Bing
Crosby, Gene Autry, and others. That song was
one of the first to tap the bitter acceptance of
romantic dissatisfaction that was to set the tone
for so many later country songs. He was a major
performer in his own right and one of the creators
of honky tonk country music, repeatedly cited as
an influence by Willie Nelson and other Texas
performers.
Tillman was born in Ryan, OK, but raised in Post,
TX, in a sharecropper family. He began playing
guitar and mandolin, performing as a backing
musician for local fiddlers while he was still a
child. In 1933, at age 19, Tillman joined Adolph
and Emil Hofner's house band at Gus' Palm
Garden in San Antonio.

© Paul Harris

And closing the Festival was the unique and
special Solomon Burke. Solomon was touring
Europe too, and Dave Carroll has described
Burke’s Porretta performance. All I will say is that
it was a slightly different (and shorter) set to that
at Porretta, but it was great to get another chance
to see Solomon. A mention too for his band which
was immaculately dressed, and played so well.
Oh that all lead guitarists played with the judicious
style of his long-time bandleader, Sam Mayfield.
Solomon is a huge man and his music is hugely
enjoyable. I couldn’t have had a better way to
sign-off from these latest wanderings than with the

Two years later, he became the leader of the Blue
Ridge Playboys, a Houston band that spawned
several of the most innovative country musicians
of the pre-World War II era. In 1936, he began
singing and playing electric guitar, mandolin, and
banjo with the Mack Clark Orchestra, a Houston
pop ensemble. Through these varied experiences,
Tillman absorbed a whole range of 1930s music
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and got a good taste of the rhythmic freedom of
jazz. He also began writing songs and taking lead
vocals occasionally; one of his early compositional
efforts, co-written with Blue Ridge Playboy Leon
Selph, was "It Makes No Difference Now." Late in
life, he succeeded in regaining rights to the song.

Tillman continued to perform around Houston
after the war, and in the late '40s he had two more
major hits with songs he himself he had
composed: 1947's "I Love You So Much It Hurts"
showcased Tillman's individualistic country-jazz
vocals to the fullest, and 1949's "Slippin' Around,"
one of the first country songs to take cheating as
its theme, was covered by Jimmy Wakely and
Margaret Whiting and became as well known
among pop fans as in the world of country.
Tillman continued to find inspiration in current
events with such songs as the much-covered
"This Cold War With You." He enjoyed solo
success as late as 1960 with "It Just Tears Me
Up," and he continued to write songs and to
appear around Texas occasionally. Tillman was
inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame in
1984.
-by James Manheim

With
jukeboxes
spreading
across
the
industrialising Southwest and the market for
recordings rebounding as the Depression waned,
Tillman began a solo recording career of his own
on the Decca label in the late '30s. Joining the
Army during World War II, he remained in Texas
and continued to compose and perform. It wasn't
long before his trademark delivery, sometimes
described as a cross between Ernest Tubb and
Frank Sinatra, began to emerge; he combined the
low-volume vocal inflections of the crooner with
tight country voice production. He had his first
number one hit in 1944 with "They Took the Stars
Out of Heaven," and his songwriting, inspired by
wartime themes of separation, continued to
develop along with his vocal style. He notched two
Top Five hits, "G.I. Blues" and "Each Night at
Nine," that lamented the soldier's distance from
loved ones even as they began to forge post-war
country music's
language
of
loneliness.
Reportedly these songs were often aired by
Japanese propaganda broadcaster Iva Toguri,
known as Tokyo Rose, in an attempt to encourage
American soldiers to desert.

And, to finish off the tit bits…
The Three Rings Of Marriage
1. Engagement Ring.
2. Wedding Ring.
3. Suff-Ring!
(The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
would like to point out that the views of the
contributors are not necessarily those of the
editorial board – H)
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cradle to the grave. There was no unemployment,
there were cheap rents, trade union organized
holidays, good health and education and a
guaranteed pension you could live on. All this
disappeared overnight when East Germany
became a virtual colony of West Germany. There
is one point in the film when the proWestern son finds his mother's life
savings in old DDR Marks and takes
them to the bank to be converted into
Deutschmarks. He has missed the
deadline by a few days, and he swears
at the Wessie bank manager for
refusing to compensate his mother for
her now worthless nest egg, which he
just had to throw away.

Film review 'Goodbye Lenin'
Not surprisingly as a former apologist
and admirer of the East German
Communist regime, this movie stirred
me from over a year of non-film going.
Apparently there is now in Germany
something called Ostalgie, i.e. nostalgia
for the former East German state and its
culture (Ost meaning East in German).
It was in this spirit that the film was
made.

A Westerner posing as a GDR citizen
for the benefit of the elaborate charade
almost gives the game away when he
talks about his days in the 'Free German
Pioneers', not realizing that the Socialist youth
organizations were in fact the Young Pioneers
(JP) and the Free German Youth (FDJ) for older
children. The clash of cultures is obvious, as the
mother loves the Socialist songs of hope sung by
the bogus 'Young Pioneers' in her bedroom whilst
the Wessie is totally ignorant of such things.

Basically, it is the story of a woman who
fervently believed in the German
Democratic Republic, or the DDR to use
its German initials. She was constantly trying to
improve defects in the system, writing letters to
the authorities, etc., but her loyalty to the regime
was never questioned. She suffers a heart attack,
goes into a coma and wakes up in hospital after
the Berlin Wall has fallen, just before reunification.
Her son, knowing the news of the regime's
collapse could bring on a fatal heart attack, tries to
protect her from the news that everything she ever
believed in is gone forever.

I came away from the cinema feeling that the
fairy-tale ending of the Wall his son created to let
his mother die happy, with her Socialist DDR a
resounding success and Westerners clamouring
to get in, is how it should have been. If only the
corrupt system in the East had put the people's
welfare first, instead of creating a life of luxury with
imported Western goods for the Party elite and
State bureaucrats. But this film also showed that
many people in the East believed in the Socialist
dream, and loved their statelet with all its
imperfections. Some now wonder if they were too
hasty in letting the West Germans just take over
their country, swamping the old DDR culture,
taking over their factories, etc. People forget that
the DDR had some of the finest industries in the
world, including the Carl Zeiss of Jena optical
company, OrWo (Original Wotan) film and
electrical goods. It was among the top industrial
countries of the world. It was not all clapped out
Trabant cars and people trying to escape over the
Wall. Wessies too sometimes have regrets about
reunification, as the drain on the German
economy in trying to bring all of the East up to
Western standards has resulted in hardship there
too, and of course the Ossies have had to cope
with two currency changes in a little over a
decade, from DDR Marks to Deutschmarks and
then to the Euro. The message is definitely that all
change comes with a price, and needs to be
carefully measured and considered beforehand,
not rushed into as was German reunification.
Herr Papard

An elaborate ruse follows, with the son salvaging
old GDR packaging and re-packing groceries into
these in order to satisfy his mother's demand for
GDR Spreewald pickles and Globus peas from
Poland. Searching for these now defunct
products, he sees only Western brands and
someone dressed as a fluffy chicken - Western
consumerism had completely transformed their
comfortable old corner shop with the much-loved
familiar old brand names. Then he and his
amateur film director friend make up spoof GDR
newsreels to play to his mother on video as
though they are live broadcasts. It climaxes with
brilliantly edited footage which shows Erich
Honecker's successor announcing that so many
West German and West Berlin refugees are
flooding into the GDR Socialist paradise to escape
Western consumerism that the Wall is redundant
and will be torn down. Pictures of East Germans
scrambling over the collapsing Wall had a
commentary added so it looked as if West
Berliners were climbing over into the East!
There were some thought-provoking little scenes,
such as an old man shaking his head in sadness
lamenting that 40 years of building Socialism had
come to this - unemployed people wandering
around aimlessly for instance. One of the reasons
for Ostalgie is that the former GDR citizens have
lost all their old security. Their old state, imperfect
and corrupt as it was, looked after them from the
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JAZZ JUNCTION

However, encouraged by bass player Ken
Passarelli, a friend from his teens, he eventually
resumed his musical career in 1989. In spite of
his winning a WC Handy award in 2002 for his
third album, White African, the name of Otis
Taylor has not gained wide acclaim. His band, a
trio including the afore-mentioned Ken Passarelli,
laid down some hypnotic riffing and low-down
boogieing in a style which drew comparisons with
John Lee Hooker.

North Sea Jazz Festival – 11 to 13 July
2003
Life is a marathon not a sprint. I vividly remember
a classmate being admonished by an economics
master when he gave his reason for copying
someone else’s homework as ‘quickness’. ‘I don’t
call that quickness. I call it cribbing’ he was told.
As if to confound congruity, he ended up working
in the stock exchange.

It was also a great pleasure to be able to witness
nonagenarian and veteran of ‘Kansas City’ jazz,
Jay McShann. He was also one of the first to
include Charlie Parker in his band. He shared a
delightfully laidback set of 30s/40s music with a
seated Duke Robillard. Vocals were also shared
and the audience thoroughly enjoyed Jay’s
renditions of Then The Lights Go Out?, Don’t Get
Drunk and the instrumental, Moten Swing,
his face a permanent grin behind his
piano.

The point is that with music lasting over eight
hours a night on fifteen stages on each of three
days, stamina is the main requirement. There is
also the danger that the good becomes mundane
and highlights can pass by unnoticed.
Friday started in my home from home, the
‘piano’ room, with the Ron Carter Quartet
which included Stephen Scott (piano),
Payton Crossley (drums), Steve Kroon
(percussion) and the leader on bass. The music
was so exquisite and captivating that the set flew
by as if one piece of music until the final number
Mr Bow Tie.

A further delight to piano fans was the
performance by Jacky Terrasson. Raised in
Paris by a French father and African-American
mother, he went to the US to study at the Berklee
College of Music and subsequently signed to the
Blue Note label, with which he has recently
released his eighth album, Smile. Tinkling triplets
and cascading chords were performed with
exemplary control and an attractive arrangement
of Body And Soul held the audience in absolute
awe.

Tenor saxophonist Sam Rivers presented the
quirky side of avantgarde,
taking
the
seriousness out of it with
yelps and wails and
comedic
interjections.
‘We haven’t got any
CDs. We’ve sold out’.
And while his trio
switched instruments, he
interrupted his own flute
solo to exhort the
audience to visit his
website. ‘Buy anything.
Make a donation’.

English bassist Dave Holland was one of Miles
Davis’ ‘discoveries’ and he has established
himself as one of the top bassists in the world, a
status which has allowed him to lead his own
groups. His quintet has been together for a few
years and although he directed from centre stage,
it was a co-operative with all individual
contributions apposite.
When it comes to ’Showtime’, there is nobody
better than Femi Kuti. A five piece horn section
(it’s so good to have to type that) marched across
the stage before assembling together behind their
mics and blowing up a storm. The colourfully
dressed trio of dancers, shaking for all they were
worth, joined them and then the Pied Piper of
afrobeat, Femi Kuti, came on to crank up the
dance groove. Sorrio and Do Your Best were the
only numbers I managed to note down before
retiring for a well-earned nightcap courtesy of the
new bar hours at the Bad Hotel.

The credentials of Otis Taylor as a bluesman are
harmed no little by being able to claim Chicago as
his birthplace but in fact he only lived there for five
years before he and his family relocated to
Denver, Colorado in the early 50s. A largely
unsuccessful career ended in the late 70s as he
concentrated on dealing in antiques and
managing a cycle team.

Saturday began with another of the world’s great
bassists, Charlie Haden, who first came to
prominence in the ‘50s with Ornette Coleman. His
set, which drew mainly from his latest CD,
American Dreams, leaned heavily on the string
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Another nu-soul artiste,
Donnie, grew up in the
church and it showed. As
did the comparisons to
Donnie Hathaway, not only
in the vocals but also in the
songs. Welcome To The
Colored
Section
was
engaging
and
thought
provoking, whilst Rocketship allowed him to use
the full emotional range of his voice. Definitely a
highlight.

section and Michael Brecker (saxophone). It
was more esoteric than foot tapping but pleasant
nevertheless.
Famed Buena Vista Social Club vocalist, Ibrahim
Ferrer, donned white suit, black shirt and white
tie, to captivate his audience with songs of
melancholy and desire. Horns took a contrapuntal
role, voices cooed, and infectious rhythms drew
many to the dance floor.
Talented pianist Brad Mehldau is a fan of Bill
Evans but it was his classical training which was
more discernible on Fifty Ways To Leave Your
Lover and You Do Something To Me. This was
music of great beauty and he had an uncanny
assured touch at very slow tempos, often with his
head so far to one side that he seemed to be
about to fall asleep.

Young jazz/soul singer, Lizz Wright, studied
choral music but her critical breakthrough last
year was in a Billie Holiday tribute.
Her voice had a pure sound and if
comparisons are to be made, she
was reminiscent of the jazzier side
of Anita Baker. She was another
highlight
and
her
mature
performance placed her firmly in
the promising newcomer category.
One to recommend, I thought, but
on returning home I discovered
that not only had she appeared on
Paul Jones’ Jazz FM programme
but she had also appeared at the
Jazz Café as support to the girl
duo, the Jazzyfatnastees. (And no,
I did not make that name up Paul).

North Sea promoters love to theme the stages
and on this night under the headline ‘What’s
Going On’, the Paulus Potter Zaal was set aside
for some of America’s most promising young soul
artistes. Former rapper Dwele is one of nu-soul’s
brightest emerging talents. Being born in Detroit
may give some clue as to his vocal similarity to
Stevie Wonder although the style was clearly
modern.

Traditionally Sunday enjoys an earlier start but the
warmer than usual weather did not prevent the
dancers covering themselves with sweat to the
sounds of a top ranking salsa band. The Spanish
Harlem Orchestra under the leadership of Oscar
Hernandez hails from New York’s El Barrio and
with three vocalists and a horn section, the
dancers and listeners were kept more than
satisfied.

New Philly soul was represented by husband and
wife team, Fatin Dantzler and Aja Graydon,
otherwise known as Kindred The Family Soul.
The standout song was the title track to their
debut CD, Surrender To Love, which was perfectly
suited to the current vogue of hands in the air.

My customary trip to the
piano room took in the
Barry Harris Trio. The
leader is known as a
second generation bebop
pianist and a revered
teacher but he is also an
entertaining
performer.
Tad Dameron’s Casbah
set the standard and Tea
For Two, for whose intro
he called out the chords
apparently for the benefit
of the drummer, was fast
and furious. Looking like a distinguished elder
statesman, he lectured ‘Jazz should be pretty and
make you smile, not be ugly and nasty - like a lot
of the music I’ve heard at this festival’. Ouch! We
also got a recitation ‘my song to jazz lovers’
before he returned to more swinging piano.
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Drummer Ralph Peterson, as physically imposing
as a proverbial linebacker, led his own quintet
through a set of post bop jazz. Vigorous horn
solos were driven along by powerhouse drumming
as Ralph kept bouncing up and down on his stool
in frenetic endeavour.

Houserockers - Gig Guide

Jazz singer Dianne Reeves took a trio to the large
concert hall but such is her stature that it seemed
like an intimate performance. Dressed in white
trousers, tee shirt and cream cardigan, she looked
relaxed throughout and her control and
interpretations especially on The Twelfth Of Never
were outstanding, as was her scatting on Skylark.
And just to show she could still kick off her shoes,
she ended on a gospel soaked number which
raised the audience from their seats.

Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

September 2003
Saturday 13th
Nalgo Sports & Social Club
County Hall, Cwmbran, Gwent, Wales
Monday 15th
Hastings Arms
2 George Street, Old Town, Hastings TN34 3EG

Pianist Randy Weston, an eloquent pianist and
composer in the Duke Ellington / Thelonious Monk
tradition, has had a varied past. He once ran a
restaurant in Brooklyn frequented by the likes of
Max Roach and Charlie Parker who encouraged
him to take up the piano. And before he launched
his jazz career, he gained R&B experience with
Bullmoose Jackson and Eddie Cleanhead Vinson.
He started with an extended version of his own HiFly which he must have played a million times
before. But he explored it with the same
enthusiasm he had when exploring Africa in the
late 60s / early 70s to draw on that continent’s
music. He also revealed his tender side with The
Siren which was a dreamy soliloquy.

Saturday 20th
Foxborough Ball
Private party Tickets £75
Tel: Ian MacKinnon 020 8467 1296
Friday 26th
The Railway Social Club
(Just behind "Halfords" Holdenhurst Rd)
Upside Approach, Central Station, Bournemouth
Saturday 27th
Old Tigers Head
Lee High Road, Lee Green, London SE12

Jack Costanzo, an American with Italian ancestry,
became known as ‘Mr Bongo’ as a result of
popularising the instrument in America. He has
had a varied career which has included spells with
Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, and Stan Kenton. A
pleasantly enjoyable set covered the likes of Jive
Samba and Work Song (Nat Adderly), Ran Kan
Kan (Tito Puente) and Bemba Colora (Celia
Cruz). By this time, having been ‘festivaled’ to the
ground, I could hear the late bar calling.

Sunday 28th
Woodgrange
Southchurch Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex

October 2003
Thursday 2nd - Monday 6th
Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Festival
Saturday 11th
East Finchley Constitutional Club
Park Road (off High Road), East Finchley, London

As a footnote, the death of the Queen of Salsa,
Celia Cruz, three days later must not pass
unnoticed. The last time I saw her was at the
North Sea Jazz Festival a few years ago when
she shared the stage with another singer. Even
though she was in her 70s, as soon as she
appeared, it was like a bright light was shining on
us all as a scene resembling a black and white
photograph was transformed into one of moving
colour and sound. Dancers, young and old, found
new inspiration and sang along with her. She
transcended age and was an icon of Latin music
who will be simply irreplaceable.

Friday 17th
The Inn on the Green
37 Fortune Green Road, West Hampstead
New Venue
Saturday 18th
The Coasters Rock'n'Roll Club
Brooklands Social Club, Jaywick-on-Sea, Essex
Saturday 25th
Bridge House Tavern
High Street, Penge East, London SE20

Words and pictures Dave Carroll
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limited in numbers as it was a promo for ‘Total
Rock’ radio and the band, it was actually quite
comfortable inside all things considered.

Marffa's Muffins
Electric 6 – Fire.

[SPUNGE] played to a very enthusiastic crowd of
older teens, encouraging surfing and stage diving
both during the songs and in between. The set
was quite lengthy and consisted of (amongst
others) the fantastic ‘Kicking pigeons’ and ‘Ego’
and the less fantastic covers of Elvis Costello’s
‘Oliver’s army’ and Belinda Carlisle’s ‘Circles in
the sand.’ They also played a few new numbers,
well, stuff from their most recent album. All in all, I
thought that they played a pretty good set and
hoped that they sounded as good on the radio.
They are still one of the greatest Ska bands in the
UK at the moment and deserve more success as
their commitment is second to none.

This isn’t the most intelligent album of the year
(although in ‘I am the Bomb’- Barry White style,
lyrically only - the word gerrymandering is used. I
don’t believe that I have ever heard it in a song)
but it probably is the most fun.
Don’t let Dance Commander put you off, it gets
better; short amusing and catchy tunes abound.
All I hear on track two – Electric demons in love –
is Tom Jones, I swear that this was written with
him in mind, I can even visualise him performing it
on Top of the Pops. Naked pictures (of your
mother) isn’t something that is going to get a lot of
airplay on national radio, nonetheless it will
probably become quite popular. It seems quite
funny really because it is littered with eighties style
capitalist and Cold War references; and that’s not
the only song with those references either.
‘Gaybar’, tells us to ‘start a war, a nuclear war.’
Mind you, vocalist Tyler Spencer also tells us that
he’s got ‘something’ to put in us, at the Gaybar!
Nuclear war, on the dance floor – is another with
eighties throwback lyrics, all 1 minute 15 seconds
of it.

Up and coming recommended gigs for the next
couple of months:
Sept 5th

Sept 8th

Sept 16th

Sept 18th

Sept 19th
Sept 23rd

With its simple and repetitive lyrics and killer
guitar picking – Danger, High voltage! - is just so
infectious; rock dance floor material and wedding
party music of the future. Expect to see grown
ups dancing rather stupidly (yes, I’ll be one) to this
near you soon. Rock disco tastic mate!

Sept 24th
Sept 29th

[SPUNGE] at the Kings Head Fulham. 27/07/03
It was hot. In fact, if this gig was a curry it would
have been a Phal! I cannot recall ever seeing
vapour rising off my beer before; rising off of it and
then rolling down the sides and over the surface
that it was standing on like a chemist’s evil
concoction. A strange and eerie sight that,
confirmed that it was hotter than Lucifer’s armpit
after running a marathon! Fortunately this gig was

Sept 30th

Oct 7th
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- Pimp @ the 12 Bar Club: The mean
man of Highbury returns to this
atmospheric venue for what is
guaranteed to be a hot and sticky
night!
- Eagle Eye Cherry @ The Metro
Oxford St: He had a big, big hit about
two years and ago and no one has
heard of him since; maybe a good
show and definitely worth it in such a
small venue.
- Ginger @ Camden Barfly:
Wildhearts front man does something
here but, god knows what. Expect the
unexpected!
- Rancid @ Brixton Academy: Tim
Armstong and co return for a series of
dates across the UK.
- Rancid @ Brixton Academy.
- Hanoi Rocks @ The Scala: They
split in 1985 after the death of
drummer Razzle (Vince Neil from
Motley Crue was driving) in a car
crash, now the guitarist Andy McCoy
and Singer Mike Monroe are back
with new material. Expect old tunes
too and plenty of spandex.
- Living Colour @ The Garage: ‘90s
rockers return after a long absence.
- Wheatus @ Concorde 2 Brighton:
Those Teenage dirt bags from two
years ago return; could be good but
probably crap!
- Pimp @ Infinity, Burlington St W1: I
know the band but nothing of the
venue, should be good anyway
providing you don’t have to take out a
mortgage to by a drink.
- Immortal Lee county killers @ the
Garage: Expect something along the

Oct 9th

Oct 11th

Oct 12th
Oct 13th

Oct 15th

Oct 17th

lines of Jon Spencer Blues Explosion;
noisy, bluesy and altogether southern
fried!
- Pimp @ the 100 Club: Pimp play this
legendary venue.
- Buddy Guy @ Shepherds Empire:
You all know who he is and what he
does.
- Killing Joke @ Astoria: Jaz
Coleman’s industrial noise terrorists
do a two night stint; this may well be
the gig of the month!
- Killing Joke @ Astoria:
- Loudon Wainwright III @ Shepherd
Bush Empire: I liked one of his
albums.
- Pimp @ Tatty Bogle Club, Kingly Ct
W1: Pimp are back in this secluded
and bijou venue.
- The Donnas @ Astoria: Like the
Ramones they all share the same
surname but aren’t related. Expect to
hear some good punk rock by some
mighty fine women.
- Half man, half biscuit @ Mean
Fiddler: Those wonderful quirky
reprobates whose songs include,
‘Seal Clubbing’, ‘I hate Nerys Hughes’
and ‘Fucking hell! It’s Fred Titmus,’ to
name but a few.

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.
Cabot Hall
Wednesday 10th September (£12.50)
Dave Edmunds
Union Chapel, Islington
Thursday 11th September (£17.50)
Beth Orton and M Ward
Jazz Café Camden Town
Friday 12th September (£TBA)
Ruby Turner
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Saturday 13th September (£15)
Penetration + Chelsea (and guests)
Robertsbridge, East Sussex
Sunday 14th September
Martyn Harvey’s Birthday Bash
SEE LATER FOR FULL DETAILS
Jazz Café Camden Town
Sunday 14th September (£10)
Angie Brown

MM






Fairfield Halls, Croydon
Sunday 14th September (£15)
Long John Baldry, Zoot Money,
Ray Dorsey, Paul Williams



Underworld, Camden Town
Sunday 14th September (£10)
Quireboys
Royal Albert Hall
Sunday/Monday 14th/15th September
(£27.50/£30)
Dixie Chicks
Wembley Arena
Sunday/Monday 14th/15th September (£45/£150)
The Rolling Stones

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

Borderline, Charing Cross Road
Tuesday 16th September (£10)
Chris Whitley
the slide guitar sensation from Louisiana
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Wednesday 17th September (£15)
The Jayhawks

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick Huggins







Sadler’s Wells Theatre
Wednesday/Thursday 17th/18th September
(£20/£25)
Richard Thompson
a thousand years of popular music
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Jazz Café Camden Town
Wednesday/Thursday 17th/18th September
(£16.50)
Omar

Royal Festival Hall
Thursday 25th September (£27.50)
David Sylvian
Queen Elizabeth Hall
Thursday 25th September (£16.50)
Sam Brown

Barbican
Friday 19th September (£10/£20)
Freedom Highway 1, Waterson Family,
Chumbawamba, The Levellers

Fairfield Halls, Croydon
Friday 26th September (£15)
Shane McGowan and the Popes

Barbican
Saturday 20th September (£5.50/£7)
Freedom Highway 2, Robin Denselow (talk)
plus Joan Jara

Chippenham, Wiltshire
Friday – Sunday 26th - 28th September
(£Various)
Eddie Cochran Weekend - See page 38

Barbican, St Giles Hall
Saturday 20th September (£12.50)
Freedom Highway 3, June Tabor,
Huw Warren, Phillip King

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Saturday 27th September (£17.50)
The Cramps

Barbican
Saturday 20th September (£11/£22.50)
Mercedes Sosa & Victor Heredia

Royal Albert Hall
Saturday 27th September (£20/£35)
The Isley Brothers

Hammersmith Apollo
Saturday 20th September (£19.75)
Ocean Colour Scene

Wembley Arena
Saturday/Sunday 27th/28th September (£42.50)
Santana

Brixton Academy
Saturday 20th September (£25)
Dave Stewart, Faithless,
Lamb, 1 Giant Leap

New Academy, Islington
Saturday 27th September (£13)
The Cooper Temple Clause
The Garage, Highbury & Islington
Thursday/Friday 2nd/3rd October (£14.50)
Stiff Little Fingers

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Sunday 21st September (£16)
Gary Numan

Fairfield Halls, Croydon
Monday 29th September (£17/£21)
David Essex

Barbican
Sunday 21st September (£11/£22.50)
Steve Earl, Dick Guaghan, Karen Casey

Barbican
Monday 29th September (£15/£37)
Best of British Jazz
Norma Winstone, Clair Martin, Clare Teale,
Ian Shaw, Tina May, Noel McCoy

LSO St Lukes
Monday 22nd September (£12.50/£15)
Manu Dibango and Soweto String Quartet
I.C.A.
Monday 22nd – Saturday 27th September (£TBA)
Suede

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Thursday 2nd October (£20)
Pretenders

Fairfield Halls, Croydon
Wednesday 24th September (£27.50)
The Isley Brothers

HEMSBY (See page 44)
Thursday-Monday 2nd-6th October

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Tuesday 23rd September (£17.50)
Fun Loving Criminals

Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
Friday 3rd October (£16)
The Blockheads

Jazz Café Camden Town
Wednesday 24th September (£17.50)
Linda Lewis

Royal Albert Hall
Friday 3rd October (£25/£40)
Jeff Beck

The Garage, Highbury & Islington
Wednesday 24th September (£12.50)
Living Colour

Brixton Academy
Friday 3rd October (£TBA)
Star Sailor

Hammersmith Apollo
Thursday 25th September (£23.50)
Craig David

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Sunday 5th October (£15)
Roy Harper
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The Garage, Highbury & Islington
Monday 6th October (£14)
The Undertones

Hammersmith Apollo
Saturday 18th October (£23)
Motorhead

Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
Monday 6th October (£9)
Sleepy Jackson

Jazz Café Camden Town
Sunday 19th October (£15)
Brian Augur and the Trinity

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Thursday 9th October (£25)
Buddy Guy

Hammersmith Apollo
Wednesday 22nd October (£14)
The Darkness

Pump House, Watford
Thursday 9th October
A tribute to Bix with
Gorden Whitworth’s Jazz Band

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Thursday/Friday 23rd/24th October (£14)
Mogwai
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Thursday 23rd October (£17.50)
The Proclaimers

Jazz Café Camden Town
Thursday 9th October (£19.50)
Incredible String Band

Royal Festival Hall
Friday/Saturday 24th/25th October (£10/£25)
Abdullah Ibrahim

Jazz Café Camden Town
Thursday - Sunday 9th – 12th October (£18.50)
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry with Mad Professor

Jazz Café Camden Town
Friday/Saturday 24th/25th October (£17.50)
Linda Lewis

King and Queen, Foley Street
Friday 10th October (£0)
Rev Richard John
See later for details

Forum
Saturday 25th October (£15)
The Mission

Wembley Arena
Friday 10th October (£33.50)
Chic, Hot Chocolate, Tavares, Shalamar

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Tuesday 28th October (£16)
Camel

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Friday 10th October (£15)
Southside Johnny

Wembley Arena
Wednesday 29th October (£32.50)
Ozzy Osbourne

Royal Festival Hall
Saturday 11th October (£20/£25)
Elvis Costello, Steve Neive

Wembley Arena
Thursday 30th October (£29.75)
Mariah Carey

Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Saturday/Sunday 11th/12th October (£20/£25)
Killing Joke

Lyric, Hammersmith
Thursday – Saturday
30th October – 1st November (£9/£20)
Julian Cope Band

Royal Festival Hall
Sunday 12th October (£12.50/£17.50)
Max Romeo, Deadzone

Hammersmith Apollo
Saturday 1st November (£22.50)
The Mavericks

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Monday 13th October (£20)
Loudon Wainwright III

Union Chapel, Islington
Thursday 6th November (£23)
Pinetop Perkins & Hubert Sumlin

Stratford Circus
Thursday 16th October (£12)
Tommy Smith Quartet
Brixton Academy
Saturday 18th October (£16.50)
Super Furry Animals

Westcliff Hotel, Essex
Friday 7th November (£10)
Mr Angry’s
pre-Christmas Party
See page 30 for full details

Borderline, Charing Cross Road
Saturday 18th October (£14)
Eliza Carthy
Royal Festival Hall
Saturday 18th October (£10/£20)
Harlem Gospel Choir
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Birthday greetings go out this month to 'Tales
From The Woods' man of mystery, the wizard of
the computer keyboard, H, whose hard work
guarantees the magazine’s monthly certainty.
Happy birthday to H for 24th September, followed
two days later by yours truly, the imposing editor,
Keith Woods, on 26th September.

an e-mail from loyal 'Tales From The Woods'
subscriber Erik Petersson in Vastra Frolunda,
Sweden, co-founder of the excellent Swedish
Rock'n'Roll
publication
‘American
Music
Magazine’. Erik is rather concerned that the back
issues he paid for have been stolen or lost in the
post. No Erik, that is not the case; the simple fact
is that locating issue 21 has been very difficult.
However, the task is now complete thanks to
some clever detective work, so hot on the heels of
issue 33 through the post will come issues 1, 2, 3
and 21. Sorry for the delay Erik but back issues
have depleted rapidly and space does not allow
over-stocking. Thank you for your interest and
your continued support (and for the e-mail
correction).

Another three days later, 29th September, and
across the pond, down in the deep South, Nesbit,
Mississippi to be precise, as mentioned by
numerous contributors in this edition of TFTW.
Jerry Lee Lewis, at 68, is still rockin’ his life away.
Jerry Lee shares his birthday with my late Romany
gipsy grandmother; I speak of course of Gipsy
Mabel Cable who for many a decade performed a
double act with a mystical goose, now of course
long since reunited with the Great Goosetti in that
great Moss Empire in the sky (see issue 6 and
website for details).

Whilst on the subject of the post, although we do
work hard to get TFTW out between the first and
second weeks of each month, it is possible that on
a very rare occasion we may run late. However, if
you do not receive your latest copy of the
wonderful 'Tales From The Woods', say by the
21st of the month, please contact us and we will
arrange for a substitute copy to be despatched.
Although, as far as I know, we have had no
problems with the post office, sadly this once
cherished state industry is not what it once was.
So many of its loyal employees have been put out
to grass, replaced by those not driven by the
same standards. Those living outside the U.K.
must obviously allow a little longer so, as a
guideline, we would suggest the 25th day of the
month for Europe and the 28th for the United
States.

With the ever increasing popularity of this
magazine, one of the great joys is to hear from
people who are not only complete strangers but
whose name does not even appear on our mailing
list. In the case of the “Lady From Truro” it would
not be possible to place her name on the mailing
list; for reasons best known to herself she saw fit
not to leave a name. Although we have quite a
number of TFTWs despatched to various parts of
Wales and a few in Bristol we send none at all to
either Devon or Cornwall, down there in the far
west of England.
So it was indeed a surprise to hear from this
mysterious lady who left a message on my
answering machine to say how much she had
enjoyed issue 32 of a wandering TFTW that found
itself in Truro. But that was not all that the lady
from the Cornish capital had to say. Oh no folks.
The West Country born and bred girl spent a little
over three years in London during the heady days
of the mid sixties and, during that time, she met a
certain, good looking, intelligent, articulate young
man whom, by all accounts, is a regular
contributor to 'Tales From The Woods'.

Another e-mail, this time from Nancy Apple.
“Hi Guys. You remember me, THE CADILLAC
COWGIRL from your vacation organised by Ken
Major in Memphis a few years ago. Since then my
"High On The Hog" album was released which
introduced me to many new friends, but my new
album "Shoulda Lied About That" - Ringo Records
- is going to make me
a "star"!
Boy, have I been
busier than a fly on a
watermelon... I am on
the road right now in
Oshkosh,
b'Gosh,
Wisconsin
but
wanted to take a
minute to let you know what has been going on.
My new record jumped out of the box and has
been rockin' since. We had a great standing room
only crowd at our Memphis CD release party and
Selecto-rep TIM A. was there as a witness. I sold
a lot of CDs and the crowd drank a lot of free
beer.

She went on to say she was a regular at the
famous Tiles Club in Oxford Street, the Klooks
Kleek in West Hampstead, the Marquee and the
Bag O’ Nails in central London, to name just a
few. Their relationship lasted a little over nine
months before she returned home to the West
Country. Within a few years she married and now
has two grown up daughters but looks back on
her years in London with great affection. The lady
in Truro is convinced that our esteemed writer will
instantly recall her identity along with some pretty
wild times. Well, I wonder who it can be? I can’t
wait to find out. Keep a close eye on the Letters
To The Editor over the coming months.
We here at the editorial board recently received
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The night before the CD release I did an instore at
Cat's Records, but it was not a very good turnout.
I purchased two ads to let folks know, but The
Memphis Flyer did not publish that week because
a storm came along and knocked out most of the
city's power, including Cats and the Flyer. We had
fun though, and the esteemed Drifting Cowgirl
herself, Bernice Turner was in the house. She
was Hank Williams Sr's original rhythm guitar
player, and I tell you to have her there to listen
was a thrill.

Waxo Wilkinson commands
a mid September gang meet up at

The Salisbury, St Martin’s Lane,
on Friday 19th September from 18:30 onwards,
departing for a meal at 20:20.
Tony has suggested that we have a mid
September meet up to counteract all the birthday
parties coming up over the next few months.
Sounds good to me folks. Tony suggests a return
to China Town; others may like a trip back to
Jimmy’s or what about the little bistro off Poland
Street? It’s up to you (but if you want Jimmy’s I will
have to book) or perhaps you have other
suggestions. So let me know, we are certainly not
short of eateries in that area and with the
appalling review London recently received in the
latest issue of ‘Lonely Planet’ hardly surprising
that the tourist trade is at an all-time low. So most
restaurants will greet us with open arms. Hope to
see as many of you as possible.

I have been monitoring radio while I am on the
road, and we are getting a lot of airplay, from
medium to high rotation (leaning more toward
high!!!). Found out just about 2 minutes ago the
new record made its debut on the FAR Radio
Chart in the #4 position (Freestyle American
Roots Chart - compiled in Texas by DJs
worldwide who get to decide what they want to
play rather than use strict playlists that many
stations are known for). This is GREAT!!!!

'Tales From The Web'

Man oh man, with that and our picture on the
cover of the Commercial Appeal you'd think we
were hot shots with gigs in the club everywhere,
records in stores across the country and such. We
now have records in stores everywhere, available
to anyone in the good ole USA and abroad thanks
to Select-o-hits, Miles of Music and Village
Records. Come back and see the whole damn
band, complete with a female sounding back up
singin' man, lap steel playing boyfriend, and all the
rest of them Back Door Men (and maybe some of
'dem womens). If anybody wants a copy of my
new album see Ken who is collating (discounted)
orders.

Fatbellypeat has added a new section to the
website, detailing forthcoming parties, so if you
want to check on who’s having a birthday, then
www.tftw.freeuk.com
is the site you’re looking for. Go on, have a surf.
Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available in annual form
only at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

So guys, get on back to Memphis and we'll have a
rootin' tootin' party, quit that mean ole New
Orleans and bop in the city where rockabilly and
the blues was born! Give my platter a spin at your
next meet-up and let me know if it'll break the
good ole UK.

A last minute reminder – national treasure Dave
Edmunds is at the Cabot Hall on Wednesday 10th
September
and
Martyn
Harvey’s
60th
birthday/retirement party is on Sunday 14th
September – details follow.

Love, Nancy”
As you will no doubt have noticed, issue 33 of
'Tales From The Woods' is yet another bumper
issue. So folks, sadly no room for the gig reviews I
have partially completed on Wreckless Eric,
Jimmy Cliff, Precious Bryant and The Blasters.
These have had to be held over until a later issue,
together with the fourth instalment of my “Left
Bank” series. Equally, I wish to apologise to all
those wonderful contributors whose submissions
have also had to be held over until next month.
Please be patient folks, we will fit you in next time
round.

Keith Woods
Keith Woods.
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Acknowledgements

Editor – Keith Woods
Page 3, The Buzz – Keith Woods

Final reminder of Martyn’s
60th/retirement do

Sam Phillips RIP – Tony Wilkinson
Book Reviews – Neil Foster
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson

AT ROBERTSBRIDGE
VILLAGE HALL

Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Dull World/Film Review – Tony Papard
Reflections – Ken Major

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 14th 2003
FROM 2.30 UNTIL 6.30

CD Reviews/Top 20 – Brian Clark
September Scrapbook – Lee Wilkinson

FEATURING TOP INTERNATIONAL
BLUES/ROCK ACT

Mr Angry – John Howard

TWO TIMERS

Close Encounters – Neil Foster
Ponderosa Stomp – Ken Major

Ex Dr Feelgood Gordon Russell and 2002 best
UK female vocalist from Blues in Britain Poll
Sarah James.
They have had guest spots with The Corrs, John
Mayall, Taj Mahal, Status Quo, Joe Satriani and
the Stranglers.

Life On The Road – Keith Hugman
The Funkster – The Funkster
Rooster – Dickie Tapp
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll

MUSIC AND SURPRISE
ENTERTAINMENT THROUGHOUT
THE AFTERNOON

Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris

BUFFET SUPPLIED BUT PLEASE BRING YOUR
OWN DRINKS AND GLASS.

Website – FatBellyPeat
Birthday Boy – ‘H’

THE OSTRICH HOTEL IS NEXT DOOR WHERE
DRINKS CAN BE PURCHASED.



2 MINS FROM RAILWAY STATION WITH
REGULAR CONNECTIONS TO LONDON AND
HASTINGS.

25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

or email
martyn.w.harvey@btopenworld.com.





‘Tales from the Woods’

RSVP: 01424 751767





If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

THE VENUE IS CLOSE TO THE A21 NORTH OF
HASTINGS AND ABOUT 40 MINS FROM THE
M25.





Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to



TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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presents an
Editorial Board Birthday Party
Friday 10th October 2003
The King and Queen, Foley Street

(private upstairs room)
With

Rev Richard
John
Real blues performed both solo and acoustic
Kick off from 19:00 until 23:00
Rev Richard John will commence his performance at approximately 20:45.

Free buffet
Come along to a joint birthday celebration for editor Keith Woods and 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor Darren Vidler, the country’s leading expert on British
Rock'n'Roll/skiffle etc.
The last presentation at The King and Queen was impressive indeed; numbers not only
exceeded the April function but also expectations. We are getting bigger and better all the
time, so let’s go one better this time. Remember, the better we do, the more we can do.
As usual you are more than welcome to bring along your own audio tapes to delight the
assembled throng. We look forward to yet another great night.
Turn right out of Goodge Street tube station, walk just a few yards and turn right into
Goodge Street. Walk about 150 yards before turning right into Cleveland Street where you
will soon find Foley Street on the left. The King and Queen will be found on the corner.

Keith Woods
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